
ABSTRACT 

MOORE, ZACHARY BYRON. Effects of Woven Fabric Structures and Thermoresponsive 

Finishes on Thermal Comfort Properties (Under the direction of Dr. Kavita Mathur and Dr. Abdel-

Fattah Seyam). 

 

Thermal comfort is a subjective term used to describe the extent at which a fabric keeps a 

wearer at a comfortable temperature. Understanding thermal comfort quantitatively is important 

in designing fabrics and garments for specific applications. However, differences in human 

physiology, environmental conditions, and activity levels create stark variations in how an 

individual experiences the thermal comfort of a fabric. Ongoing research is conducted to 

understand the effects of fiber, yarn, and fabric parameters on thermal comfort. Understanding 

these parameters as they individually relate to thermal comfort properties has shown to be difficult 

due to the complex relationships between fabric parameters and a fabric’s overall structure. The 

present study investigates some of these parameters as they relate to each other and thermal 

comfort properties. Weave type, thread density, and yarn count are varied to study differences in 

thermal resistance, evaporative resistance, and air permeability of woven cotton fabrics.  Thermal 

comfort properties were shown to be most strongly correlated to fabric thickness and inter-yarn 

porosity due to the effects of air entrapment and movement through fabrics. 

Additionally, fabric is invariable; thermal comfort properties do not significantly change 

with a wearer’s environment or activity level. This uniformity leads to limitations in developing 

garments for thermal comfort applications since variations in conditions are not met by a wearer’s 

garment. Also, fabric structures can only be changed to a certain extent without negatively 

affecting other comfort properties such as drape. In striving to keep a wearer at a comfort 

temperature regardless of physiological or environmental changes, further adaptations must be 

made to fabric beyond fabric structural changes. This study thus investigates the use of 



thermoresponsive polymers as fabric finishes to tune the thermal comfort properties of cotton 

fabric. Three thermoresponsive polymers, namely poly(N-isopropylacralamide) (PNIPAm), 

hydroxypropyl cellulose (HPC) and methyl cellulose (MC) were selected and applied to the cotton 

fabric using a pad process. PNIPAm has a lower critical solution temperature (LCST) of 32 oC 

near the average physiological body temperature (34-35 oC), which makes it an ideal candidate to 

control the thermal comfort of the human body. HPC and MC show LCSTs slightly above the 

body temperature (about 40-50 oC), but their commercial availability, and nearly appropriate 

values of LCST make them strong candidates for thermally responsive finishes. They also present 

another surface chemistry that may favor additional chemical interactions with cotton. To ease the 

fabric impregnation process, these three polymers were incorporated in a cellulose-based matrix, 

namely cellulose nanofibers (CNFs), that acted as a carrier and coupling agent between the cotton 

fabric and the thermoresponsive polymers. 

While the finishing process of the polymers was successful, it was unclear whether the 

addition of a thermally-responsive polymer can cause significant adaptations in thermal comfort 

properties. Fabric finishes caused the moisture vapor transmission rate of each fabric to increase, 

but this increase was likely a result of enhanced moisture regain rather than a desired volume 

change at different conditions. Avenues for further research are discussed in detail to gain a better 

understanding of thermally-responsive finishes as they relate to thermal comfort.  
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CHAPTER 1: Literature Review and Background 

1.1. General Introduction 

Whether it be for style, protection, or comfort, clothing provides a multitude of 

functionalities over a broad range of applications. Regardless of its end purpose, clothing is always 

the first layer of material in contact with a person’s skin. Therefore, comfort is an important 

property that must be considered when engineering clothing. Comfort is a broad term used to 

describe how a person experiences a fabric, but there are several determinants involved with fabric 

comfort. Fabric thermal properties and tactile properties are both overarching influences in fabric 

comfort with one main difference being that tactile properties are mostly measured subjectively 

while thermal properties have more quantitative descriptors [1]. 

Thermal comfort is a term used to describe the heat balance between the body and the 

environment that leads to a person feeling pleasant [2]. A fabric’s ability to transfer heat and 

moisture is highly important in thermal comfort because of the fabric’s role as a protective layer 

between the skin and the environment. The large amount of ongoing research to improve thermal 

comfort is to identify and measure factors that are instrumental in controlling thermal comfort. 

However, it is difficult to isolate the effects of these factors because individual fabric components 

involving fiber, yarn, and fabric structure work alongside each other to influence thermal comfort 

[3], [4]. If one structural fabric construction parameter is changed, other fabric construction 

parameters are subject to change as well [4]. Table 1.1 displays some studies that have been 

conducted to align fabric parameters with thermal comfort properties. 
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Table 1.1. Studies Relating Fabric Parameters to Thermal Comfort  

Fabric 

Parameter Context Year Ref. 

Weave 

Relationships between weave type and thermal comfort of 

cotton fabrics 2015 [5] 

Effects of weave structure on permeability and moisture 

properties  2016 [6] 

Analysis of fabric construction parameters in relations to air 

permeability of fabric 2013 [7] 

Effects of weave structure on fabric geometry an thermal 

insulation  2011 [8] 

Review of fabric properties affecting comfort 2014 [9] 

Permeability properties of multilayer cotton fabrics 2018 [10] 

Prediction of air permeability among fabrics with varying 

weave constructions  2011 [11] 

Effects of pick density on thermal comfort 2014 [12] 

Effects of weave pattern on thermal comfort properties  2018 [13] 

Yarn 

Overview and comparison of different yarn structures and 

spinning mechanisms in relation to thermal comfort  2018 [14] 

Comfort behavior of ring spun and air jet spun fabrics made 

from cotton and bamboo 2011 [15] 

Comfort properties of fabrics made from compact and 

normal ring spun yarns  2007 [16] 

Comfort properties of fabrics made from ring, friction, and 

rotor spun yarns 1997 [17] 

Effects of ring spinning variations on fabric comfort 2013 [18] 

Effects of twist density on thermal comfort in cotton fabrics 2018 [19] 

Effects of ring and compact spinning variables on comfort 2010 [20] 

Fiber 

Relationships between thermo-physiological comfort 

properties and viscose and polyester fiber shapes and sizes 2010 [21] 

Analysis of thermal comfort properties from polyester 

microfibers 2000 [22] 

Comparisons of thermal comfort between fabrics made from 

natural and manmade cellulose  2002 [23] 

Effects of various fiber types on fabric structures and 

properties  2013 [24] 

Comparisons between thermal comfort of fabrics made from 

cotton and regenerated bamboo  2018 [25] 

Effects of fiber cross-sectional shape and weave pattern on 

thermal comfort 2012 [3] 

Influence of PET filament cross-section on thermal comfort  2014 [26] 

Thermal comfort properties of fabrics made from 

polyester/cotton blends 2017 [27] 
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Due to the progression in better understanding thermal comfort, avenues for further 

improving the relationship between fabric and wearer are continually expanding. While there is a 

large presence of research on fabric structural parameters affecting thermal comfort, there is a limit 

to which these fabric parameters can be used to tune thermal comfort for specific applications. A 

wearer may experience variances in environmental conditions or activity level that change the 

extent of clothing protection needed to sustain thermal comfort. Currently, fabric thermal comfort 

performance is unchanging alongside the body’s physiological responses to these variances which 

will inevitably limit the fabric’s ability to help the wearer maintain thermal comfort.  

There are emerging avenues of research dedicated to developing fabric systems that 

respond alongside the body to changing environments and activity levels. One of these avenues 

includes the implementation of polymers that show thermal responsiveness in the physiological 

range (near 34-35 oC). It has been shown that grafting polymers with such thermal responsiveness 

can modify the thermal comfort properties of a fabric by changing moisture transfer properties of 

the fabric when exposed to different temperature and moisture levels [28]–[32]. It is thought that 

such polymers finishes could create impactful thermal responsiveness in fabrics based on a 

person’s body temperature and sweat level. Therefore, it is relevant to study the usage of thermally 

responsive polymers for applications involving thermal comfort.  

 

1.2. Thermal Comfort 

Fabric acts as a “bridge” between the body and the environment where the amount and rate 

of heat transfer between the skin and the environment can affect a person’s comfort level. The 

individuality of human perception leads to variances in thermal comfort, creating differences in 
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peoples’ responses to different environments [1], [9], [21]. Other individual factors, shown in 

Figure 1.1, create daily variation in the body temperature to affect perceptions of thermal comfort.  

 

 
Figure 1.1. Factors involved with daily fluctuations in the body’s daily heat balance [33]. 

 

Attempts to mitigate the effects of these variances on thermal can be done by understanding 

the fabric parameters most responsible for thermal comfort. Gaining this understanding can lead 

to increased precision in the development of fabrics for the broadest group of users.  To do so, the 

indirect measurement of thermal comfort can be taken by evaluating and correlating a multitude 
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of textile properties as they relate to the physiological heat balance. Figure 1.2 displays the 

considerations involved with physiological heat balance. 

 

 
Figure 1.2. Environmental and physiological considerations involving heat transfer between the 

body’s core and skin [33]. 

 

 

The general physiological heat balance can also be described quantitatively by Equation 

1.1 [22], [34]. 

M = K + C + R + Resp + Wext + S + E              (1.1)                                     

Where M is metabolic rate, K is conductive heat transfer, C is convective heat transfer, R 

is radiative heat transfer, E is evaporative heat transfer, Resp is respiratory heat transfer, W is heat 

transfer through external work, and S is bodily heat storage.  
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The right side of Equation 1.1 represents heat production while the left side represents heat 

loss. Therefore, the rate at which the body stores heat can be represented by Equation 1.2 and 

simplified to Equation 1.3 [22].  

S = M−C−K −R−Resp - E - Wext           (1.2) 

S = Heat production - Heat loss              (1.3) 

 Thermal comfort is the state at which the rate of heat production is balanced with the rate 

of heat loss, making S = 0 [22], [34]. Excessive heat production through external work and 

metabolic activity can lead to overheating through heat storage while an excessive level of heat 

loss through lack of protection against a cold environment can lead a person to feel cold [33]. 

Clothing for thermal comfort should be designed to consider activity level and environment 

alongside the body’s response to those conditions [1]. 

 Characterizing thermal comfort to align with activity level and environment involves 

knowing a fabric’s dry heat transfer performance and wet heat transfer performance. These 

variables in the heat balance equation include dry heat loss through conduction, convection, and 

radiation and wet heat loss through sweat evaporation [22]. For fabrics, characterization techniques 

for dry heat loss and wet heat loss are commonly seen in the form of thermal resistance, thermal 

conductivity, air permeability, and water vapor permeability properties [34].  

Understanding the transfer of heat through fabric materials requires different 

considerations than other materials such as solid metals or plastics because fabrics are unique in 

their porous structural nature. Heat transfer through solid materials is typically reliant on 

conduction, but the porosity and air entrapment within a fabric and between fabric and skin results 

in convective heat transfer as well [4]. While the value of thermal conductivity for the fiber itself 

is important, the role of porosity is largely credited for variances in heat movement through fabrics 
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[3], [18], [19], [21]. Air entrapment in a fabric at the fiber, yarn, and fabric level is influential 

because air has a significantly lower coefficient of thermal conductivity than fibers (λair = 0.025 

W m-1 K -1, λpolyester = 0.141 m-1 K -1) [21]. Therefore, it can be generally said that fabrics with more 

air entrapment provide better insulation. This air entrapment can be seen between the wearer’s 

skin and the fabric or within the fabric structure itself [21], [35]–[37]. Conversely, water has a 

much higher value of thermal conductivity than fibers (λwater= 0.6 m-1 K -1) [38]. This relationship 

means that fabrics with higher moisture content will conduct heat more quickly which could affect 

thermal comfort properties [38].  

Breathability and moisture movement are important in thermal comfort due to the body’s 

physiological response to changes in body temperature, especially when considering the 

importance of sweating. Fabric hinders sweat from evaporating since it acts as a barrier between 

the skin and the environment. Improving a fabric’s permeability can allow for sweat to evaporate 

quickly and cool the body [39]. Additionally, porosity affects the diffusion of moisture by 

encouraging its movement into free space within the weave or into yarns and fibers [40]. Therefore, 

fabrics with a low amount of permeability work against the body’s attempts to cool itself through 

evaporative heat loss and convection, inflicting upon thermal comfort. The amount of space 

between the skin and fabric has a role in thermal comfort as well [1], [34], [36]. Looser clothing 

provides a larger space for air entrapment while reducing the contact area for moisture to move 

directly from skin to fabric [36].  

 

1.2.1. Determining Thermal Resistance in Fabrics 

Thermal resistance is defined in Equation 1.4 as the measurement of heat transfer through 

a material into a controlled atmosphere by determining the differential in temperature between the 
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two sides of the material [41].  

Rth = 
∆𝑇

𝑄
              (1.4) 

Where Rth is thermal resistance 
(m2)(𝐾)

𝑊
, ∆T is the temperature difference between the two 

faces of the fabric (K), and Q is the applied heat flow (W/m2). Having a high thermal resistance in 

a fabric corresponds to a greater level of resistance to heat transfer from the body to the 

environment; increasing its value leads to improved performance in cold environments [9]. 

Thermal insulation is a term used to describe thermal resistance as it specifically relates to 

fabrics [22], [27]. Setups to measure thermal insulation typically consist of one or more horizontal 

hot plates to produce heat with differences in controlled air flow. The depiction of a basic apparatus 

from ASTM D1518-14 is shown in Figure 1.3. 

 

 
Figure 1.3. Apparatus development guide for guarded hot plate systems in measuring thermal 

resistance [41]. 
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Table 1.2 displays common test methods for thermal resistance seen in studies focused on 

thermal comfort.  

 

Table 1.2. Common Methods for Testing Thermal Resistance 

Methodology Apparatus Key Aspects of Methodology 

KES 

KES FB7 

(Thermolab II) 

[22] 

Fabric placed between two metal plates [38] 

Outputs Thermal Insulation Value (TIV) to represent 

thermal resistance [17], [22], [38] 

Can be used in accordance with ASTM D1518-14 [12] 

ASTM 

D1418-15 

Guarded hot 

plate [41] 

Specific to fabric material [41] 

10 in (254 mm) square single test plate and 5 in (127 mm) 

guard [41] 

Heated plate 1-3 in below test plate [41] 

Measures temperature difference between bare test plate 

and fabric-covered plate [41] 

Considers air layer between heated plate and fabric [41] 

Options for no air movement or 1 m/s forced airflow [41] 

Ambient temperature of 20 oC, plate temperature of 35 oC 

[41] 

ISO 11092 

Sweating 

guarded hot 

plate (e.g.) SDL 

Atlas M259B) 

[5], [42], 

Alambeta [3], 

[18], [43], 

Permetest [15], 

[44], [45] 

Single plate, 200 mm2 with temperature sensor [42] 

Heated block below test plate [42] 

Measures temperature difference between bare test plate 

and fabric-covered plate [2], [42] 

Guard < 1.5 mm below and around test plate [42] 

Forced airflow 15 mm above test plate at 1.5 m/s average 

[27], [42], [46] 

Ambient temperature of 20 oC, plate temperature of 35 oC 

[2], [42] 

ASTM E1530 TIM [19], [47] 

Heated cylinder directs heat flow through one test plate 

and sample [19], [47] 

Sample is pressed between two plates (one hot, one cold) 

[19], [47] 

Ideal reproducible load of 40 psi (0.28 MPa) used to ensure 

consistent contact between plates and sample [47] 

Sensors in plates measure temperature difference across 

sample [47] 

Guard ensures steady-state [47] 
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Table 1.2. (continued) 

BS 4745 
Guarded hot 

plate [13], [48] 

Sample clamped between hot and cold disc, 300 mm in 

diameter [48] 

Thermocouples, 300 mm in diameter, determine 

temperature difference across fabric [48] 

Forced airflow between 0.25 and 1 m/s [48] 

Optional single-plate or two-plate method [13], [48] 

Thermal 

Manikin 

Thermal 

Manikin [1], 

[49] 

Measures thermal resistance of garments [1], [36] 

Considers air layer between clothing and skin [1], [36], 

[50] 

Sensors embedded on manikin [50] 

Temperature difference with/without clothing [36], [50] 

 

 

In addition to guarded hot plates, the Alambeta was developed by Hes & Dolezal using a 

similar approach to both the KES and ISO 11092 to measure thermal resistance, thermal 

conduction, and thermal absorptivity [22], [51]. The Alambeta is a popular apparatus for 

measuring thermal resistance because of its efficiency and quickness in measuring multiple 

properties at once [51].  

Clothing assemblies are not tested for thermal resistance using guarded hot plates, but there 

is a recognized importance in comparing the heat transfer properties of fabrics versus clothing that 

is worn [1], [9]. Testing the thermal resistance of a fabric with hot plates is useful for estimating 

thermal comfort because data can be compared to metabolic heat outputs to estimate the level of 

thermal protection the fabric offers using Equation 1.4. However, these methods have suggested 

that hot plate testing may not be completely accurate in predicting the thermal comfort of a garment 

due to the layer of air between the body and the garment [50]. Thermal manikins have been 

developed to give a better description of the thermal comfort of garments by including these air 

gaps in measurements [49], [50], [52]. 3D body scanners are often used in conjunction with thermal 

manikins to estimate the location, volume, and thickness of these air gaps caused by garments as 
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they relate to thermal insulation [36], [50]. However, real-life conditions are still unable to be 

exactly replicated with 3D body scanners and thermal manikins [36]. Thermal manikins are used 

in a stationary position, so the changes in air gaps from movement during wear are not incorporated 

in test results. Access to thermal manikin technology is limited and expensive which limits many 

studies from using it [1].  

 

1.2.2. Determining Thermal Conductivity in Fabrics  

While thermal resistance is the difference in heat loss when a fabric is absent versus 

present, the thermal conductivity of a fabric includes the heat loss to keep temperature constant 

based on fabric thickness, area, and the temperature difference [38]. Therefore, thermal 

conductivity in fabrics is inversely proportional to thermal resistance which makes its calculation 

possible if thermal resistance is measured [1], [22]. The equation for thermal conductivity is shown 

in Equation 1.5.  

𝐾 =  
ℎ

𝑅𝑡ℎ×𝐴
            (1.5) 

Where K is thermal conductivity (
𝑊

(𝑚)(𝐾)
), h is fabric thickness (mm), Rth is thermal 

resistance 
(m2)(𝐾)

𝑊
, and A is fabric contact area (m2). A high value of thermal conductivity is related 

to a quicker rate of heat loss from the body to the environment, meaning fabrics with high thermal 

conductivity are best suited for warm environments [9].  

Since resistance and conductivity are closely related, similar hot plate test methods are used 

for measuring thermal conductivity such as ISO 11092 [42]. Testing thermal conductivity without 

a hot plate is also possible with standards such as ISO 22007 and BS 4745 where a disc or wire is 

heated against a fabric to measure the rate of heat transfer from the metal to the fabric [53]. Thermal 

conductivity is not used as heavily as thermal resistance in studies relating to thermal comfort. 
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This absence is likely due to the close relationship that thermal conductivity shares with thermal 

resistance.  

 

1.2.3. Determining Air Permeability in Fabrics 

Air permeability in textiles is often defined as the breathability of a fabric, and its 

importance in thermal comfort lies in the significance of air and heat movement between the skin 

and the environment [19]. The measurement of air permeability is done by measuring the rate of 

airflow perpendicular to a predetermined test area of a fabric [19], [41]. The rate of this airflow is 

taken at a specified air pressure differential between the faces of a fabric [41], [54]. A flowmeter 

measures the air velocity through the fabric while a pressure gauge records the difference in 

pressure between the face and back of the fabric surface [54], [55]. Table 1.3 displays common 

test methods used to determine air permeability in studies on thermal comfort.  

 

Table 1.3. Common Methodologies for Testing Air Permeability 

Methodology Apparatus Key Aspects 

ASTM D737 

Prolific air 

permeability 

tester [8], [15], 

Shirley air 

permeability 

tester [56], 

Textest FX 3300 

[57], [58] SDL 

Atlas M021 [6] 

Pressure differential range of 100 - 2500 Pa [55] 

Circular test area of 38.3 cm2 [8], [55] 

Alternate test areas of 5 cm2, 6.45 cm2, and 100 cm2 [15], 

[18], [55] 

Refer to manufacturer for calculation. Results in 

ft3/min/ft2 cm3/sec/cm2 [55] 
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Table 1.3. (continued) 

ISO 9237/BS 

5636 

SDL Atlas M021 

[5], Textest FX 

3300 [2], [17], 

[19]  

ISO 9237 replaced BS 5636 in 1995 

Pressure differential range of 50-500 Pa [54] 

Circular test area of 20 cm2 [54] 

Alternate test areas of 5 cm2, 20 cm2, 50 cm2, and 100 

cm2 [46], [54] 

Calculation from test standard to get results in mm/s 

[54] 

Wind Tunnel [44] 

Hot wire anemometer used to determine air velocity at 

fabric faces [44] 

Follows pressure requirements and calculations from 

ISO 9237 [44], [54] 

 

 

Unlike thermal resistance and conductivity, the air permeability of a fabric does not have 

an immediate relationship with the physiological heat balance equation. However, air permeability 

is often used as a descriptor for fabric porosity which can relate to the rate of heat and moisture 

transfer through fabric [7], [59]. Air permeability and heat transfer have a complex relationship 

due to the separate influences that weave design, fabric density, fabric thickness, and yarn 

characteristics have on air permeability and heat transfer [11]. Therefore, air permeability should 

be considered alongside other thermal comfort properties to describe a fabric’s capabilities in 

keeping a wearer comfortable.  

 

1.2.4. Determining Moisture Properties of Fabrics 

Water vapor permeability (WVP) is a characteristic of fabrics involving the passage of 

moisture vapor from one face of a fabric to the other [42]. WVP represents the extent at which 

sweat can properly do its job in cooling the body while clothing is being worn [1], [33].  Fabrics 

showing zero WVP do not allow moisture from evaporative sweat to travel from the skin to the 

ambient air. Having a high value of WVP allows for moisture to leave the skin surface and cool 
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the body through a high rate of evaporative cooling [39], [40]. Table 1.4 shows common 

methodologies used to test moisture vapor transfer.  

 

Table 1.4. Common Methodologies for Testing Moisture Vapor Transfer 

Property 

(units) Methodology Definition Apparatus Key Aspects 

Water Vapor 

Resistance 

(
(𝑚2)(𝑃𝑎)

𝑊
 ) 

ISO 11092 

Water vapor 

pressure 

difference 

between two 

faces of a fabric 

as a factor of 

evaporative 

heat flux and 

fabric area [42] 

Sweating 

guarded hot 

plate [2], 

[5], [27], 

Permetest 

[15], [20], 

[43], [44] 

Porous hot plate covered 

with vapor permeable but 

liquid impermeable 

membrane [42] 

Moisture fed through 

membrane & sample in 

vapor form [42] 

Outputs heat flux required at 

evaporation rate to keep plate 

constant temperature [42] 

Ambient temperature of 35 

C, R.H. of 40%, air speed at 

1 m/s [42] 

Water Vapor 

Permeability 

(
𝑔

(𝑚2)(𝑃𝑎)(ℎ)
) 

Water vapor 

resistance as a 

function of 

measuring 

temperature 

[42] 

Measured the same way as 

water vapor resistance [42] 

Includes latent heat of 

vaporization at temperature 

of measuring unit [42] 

Water Vapor 

Transmission 

(
𝑔

(ℎ)(𝑚2)
) 

 

BS 

7209/ASTM 

E96 (water 

method) 

 

Steady flow of 

vapor through 

area of material 

over given 

time, 

temperature, 

and R.H. of 

each surface 

[60] 

 

Dish or cup 

(mouth at 

least 3000 

mm2) [17], 

[28], [60], 

[61] 

Dish filled with water up to 

19 mm below test surface 

[60] 

Dish has small flange or 

ledge with sealant along rim 

for specimens [60] 

Dish weight taken initially 

and over time intervals [60] 

Typically reported 

considering weight loss over 

24 h [28], [30], [60] 

Can be performed in wide 

range of environmental 

conditions [60] 
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ISO 11092 accounts for the majority of the vapor transmission methodologies in thermal 

comfort studies [2], [5], [27], [44]. Its popularity in measuring WVP is likely a result of its close 

representation of sweating skin; evaporative dish methods only offer options for changes in 

environmental conditions. In addition, ISO 11092 covers aspects of both heat transfer and vapor 

permeability which makes it efficient for studying thermal comfort.  

The transfer of moisture through fabric is described by some studies through the 

measurement of wicking. Wicking is typically measured following procedures of AATCC 197 or 

AATCC 195 which subject a fabric sample to an unlimited or large reservoir of liquid to determine 

the rate of liquid spread through the fabric [8], [62]. While wicking is classically considered in 

thermal comfort there are significant issues in its measurement using current methodologies. 

Adding large amounts of liquid (e.g. submerging sections of fabric into beakers of water) is 

unrepresentative of the continuous physiological rate of sweat production (5–45 nL/min/gland) 

[63]. Even methodologies such as AATCC 195 that use liquid droplets incorporate too much liquid 

(11 drops of 220 µL over for 20 s) and are not continuous [63]. Therefore, these current 

methodologies fail to connect wicking properties of fabrics in testing conditions to fabric 

performance in real-life applications of thermal comfort [63]. The development of new wicking 

methodologies attempts to better replicate sweating by applying liquid at a slower, continuous rate 

(50 nL/min) using syringes with needle sizes similar to sweat gland diameters (between 60 and 80 

microliters) [63]. In this study, moisture transmission properties of fabric are characterized using 

WVP properties rather than wicking.  
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1.3. Effect of Fabric Structure on Thermal Comfort  

Factors that influence thermal comfort properties can be considered based on fabric 

structure parameters. The fabric weave design is a factor of interest due to the effects that different 

weave types can have on fabric thickness [13], [64]. Another key parameter is fabric cover factor, 

which is varied through the number of ends and/or picks per unit length (i.e. thread density) and 

threads’ size where a high cover factor is related to a high amount of fibrous material across a 

fabric’s surface area [64]. Figure 1.7 shows the general relationships between fabric structure 

parameters and fabric descriptors.  

 

 
Figure 1.4. General relationships between woven design parameters and fabric characteristics 

important to thermal comfort properties [7], [11], [33], [62]–[64]. 
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It has been shown mathematically that there is a relationship between fabric structure 

parameters and a fabric’s cover factor [64], [65]. However, cover factor can only be used as a 

method of comparison between fabrics of the same weave type [66]. Russell’s tightness can be 

used instead to compare fabrics of different weave types [66]. Russell’s tightness is the ratio of a 

fabric’s thread density to its maximum theoretical thread density considering weave interlacing 

[66]. Maximum theoretical thread density is described as the maximum possible thread density 

based on a fabric’s yarn diameters and weave type in allowance with Ashenhurst’s model of fabric 

geometry [66]. Construction variables that are part of this relationship such as yarn count, thread 

density, and weave type are important to thermal comfort because of their grand influence on the 

amount of free space in the fabric [13], [19], [27], [44]. For reference, Pierce’s basic model of 

fabric geometry is shown in Figure 1.5. 

 

 
Figure 1.5. Cross-sectional geometry for plain woven fabric where d = thread diameter, p = 

thread spacing, ϴ = maximum angle of thread axis to cloth plane, l = thread axis length between 

consecutive cross threads, and h = maximum displacement of thread axis, normal to cloth plane 

[65]. 
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1.3.1. Effects of Weave Design and Thread Density on Fabric Geometry 

Weave factor (M) is defined as the ratio of the number of threads to the number of 

interlacings in the repeat unit of a weave [60]. This weave factor also describes yarn float where 

longer floats result in less interlacings per yarn. Therefore, weave designs with longer yarn floats 

have higher weave factors. Some common weave factors are seen in Table 1.5 where E1 and E2 

are the number of threads per weave repeat in the warp and weft and I1 and I2 are the number of 

intersections per weave repeat in the warp and weft directions.  

 

Table 1.5. Weave Factors and Variables for Common Weaves [67] 

 

 

Weave factor is a critical variable in describing fabric tightness because interlacings restrict 

the degree at which neighboring yarns can get close enough to each other or partially override on 

top of each other [67]. Thus, with many interlacings, less yarns are able to fit in the fabric structure 

which reduces the maximum theoretical thread density [66]. Additionally, thread density is a 

critical variable in describing fabric tightness where adding a high density of yarns increases the 

tightness of a fabric [66], [67]. Yarn count is important in this relationship as well because the 

number of yarns that can be packed together is limited by the diameter of each yarn [65]. The 

effects of weave factor (represented by different weave types) and thread spacing is shown in 

Figure 1.6.  
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Figure 1.6. Differences in average ratio of yarn spacing to yarn diameter among different weave 

types. P1 is warp thread spacing, P2 is weft thread spacing, and D is yarn diameter [65]. 

 

 

 

 Figure 1.6 shows that increasing weave factors from 1 in plain woven fabrics to 2.5 in 1/4  

satin woven fabrics gives a smaller ratio of thread spacing to yarn diameter. The fabrics with high 

weave factors have more available space between yarns which increases their values for maximum 

theoretical thread density [67]. Therefore, for the same thread densities and yarn diameters, fabrics 

with high weave factors will exhibit lower values of tightness [64], [66], [67]. 

 

1.3.2. Jamming at High Thread Densities  

As thread density increases, fabrics become thinner as fabric compression at crossover 

points increases [10]. However, at high thread densities (where p approaches d), the bunching of 

yarns on top of each other occurs, especially when the structure is jammed [62]. The jamming of 
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warp yarns causes the crimp angle and height of filling yarns to increase while the warp yarns are 

pushed together and outwards from the plane of the fabric [62]. Planar distortion occurs from 

jamming in the direction perpendicular to the fabric surface [10]. A similar effect is seen for the 

jamming of filling yarns. Because fabric thickness is a function of crimp height, yarn diameter, 

and transverse yarn displacement, jamming has a direct influence on fabric thickness [60], [62].  

 

1.3.3. Effects of Thickness on Thermal Comfort Properties 

Fabric thickness has been noted experimentally as the most important factor in affecting 

thermal resistance due to the fact that thicker fabrics generally have a greater amount of air 

entrapment within the fabric structure [10], [11], [13], [27], [44]. Weave factor is shown in relation 

to the thickness and cover factor of some fabrics in Figure 1.7.  

 

 
Figure 1.7. a) Weave factors and weave designs for T2/2 (2x2 R.H. Twill), T3/1 (3x1 

R.H. Twill), T4/4 (4x4 R.H. Twill), and T5/3 (5x3 R.H. Twill) b) Thicknesses by weave type and 

c) Cover factor by weave type [13]. 
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Figure 1.7a shows that the fabrics with lower weave factors display smaller thicknesses 

and higher cover factors. Since less yarn interlacings create more space for neighboring yarns to 

bunch on top of each other a fabric with a high weave factor will generally be thicker [13], [68], 

[69]. Following this logic it can be concluded that plain woven fabrics have smaller thicknesses 

than any other fabric types due to the maximum warp and weft yarn float of 1 in plain weaves. The 

trends in Figure 1.7 can be compared to thermal resistance results seen in Figure 1.8.  

 

 
Figure 1.8. Thermal resistance of fabrics of different weave types [13]. 

 

 

 

 The comparison of Figures 1.7 and 1.8 shows that thermal resistance increases with fabric 

thickness. The T2/2 and T5/3 samples had a thickness difference of 0.45 mm and a thermal 

resistance difference of 0.025 m2K/W. This trend relating fabric thickness and thermal resistance 

is seen throughout studies comparing weave types and thread densities to thermal comfort 

properties [13], [23], [44], [52]. As a result, weave types with the smallest thicknesses are the most 

suitable for applications where fabric is designed to maximize the amount of heat that can be 

released from the body to the environment [52]. 
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1.3.4. Effects of Fabric Cover on Inter-Yarn Porosity  

Fabric structures may appear to have the same fibrous material covering but have been 

measured to have highly different values of air permeability [7]. Therefore, cover factor and 

resultant porosity is used to describe variations in thermal comfort properties, especially air 

permeability. Fabric porosity can exist in spacing between yarns as well as spacing between fibers 

and is noted as the most important factor affecting air permeability [7], [10], [11], [70]. However, 

porosity is a broad descriptor of fabric properties that encompasses several aspects of fabric 

structural design [7], [11], [71]. At the weave design level, porosity is controlled mainly by a 

combination of weave construction and cover factor [13], [21], [23], [44]. Figure 1.9 shows the 

four different ways that weave construction can affect the interlacing structure in a fabric [11].  

 

  
Figure 1.9. Four types of interlacing a) Perspective view b) Planar view and c) woven design 

view [11]. 

 

 

 

It can be seen in Figure 1.9. that varying fabric structure through weave type and cover 

factor affects the shapes of inter-yarn pores. Air permeability depends on fabric porosity since 

porosity has an effect on the open channels within the fabric structure [7], [11], [23], [70]. Fabrics 

with greater porosity such as twill weaves have been measured to have better air permeability than 
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fabrics such as plain weaves with less porosity due the larger inter-yarn pore sizes resulting from 

less fabric interlacings [11], [21], [68]. As the pore size between yarns decreases there is a greater 

blockage of airflow [23]. Figure 1.10 shows the experimental relationship between inter-yarn 

porosity and air permeability.  

 

 

 
Figure 1.10. Experimental air permeability as a function of predicted inter-yarn porosity for 

different yarn counts [7]. 

 

 

 

The number of pores in a fabric is also explained as a factor in determining air permeability, 

but pore size has been shown to be of greater influence [7]. However, this pore size and shape is 

difficult to accurately predict due to the influence of yarn hairiness and other variations in fabric 

structure [7]. Also, the use of staple fibers results in stray fibers that block open pores between 

yarns which makes the prediction of fabric porosity incredibly difficult [7].  
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1.3.5. Effects of Porosity on Thermal Comfort Properties 

The shape of fabric pores also affects the stability of the fabric where stability is defined 

by the looseness of the yarns in a fabric structure [11], [71]. Stability is shown as a factor 

influencing air permeability where interlacings that create Type 1 pores in Figure 1.9 are 

characteristics of fabrics that have little room for yarn movement [11]. More interlacings give a 

more compact and stable fabric structure, and an effect of this compactness is a reduction in pore 

size from reduced fabric thickness and inter-yarn spacing [68]. A smaller pore size offers greater 

resistance to airflow since more fibrous material is present [68].  

The effect of interlacings on porosity is compounded when considering the effect of thread 

density on fabric structure. Dal et al. compared plain woven fabrics to twill wovens and found that 

the theoretical porosity (described using cover factor) of the plain weave was higher than the twill 

weave [44]. The fabric structure of a twill fabric had greater porosity in its volume due to its greater 

thickness, but the greater yarn stability of the plain woven fabric was attributed to lower air 

permeability [44]. Yarn stability is involved in this consideration where high interlacing 

frequencies do not allow for yarns to move aside as air is pressed through the fabric surface [11]. 

Twill woven fabrics, when compared to plain woven fabrics of the same thread density, were found 

to have 25% higher air permeability as a result of less yarn stability from its looser weave structure 

[11]. Generally, porosity is the mechanism most commonly used to describe air permeability, but 

there is much caution to using porosity as a predictor for air permeability due to the variances 

between fabric weave types [7], [10], [70], [71]. 

Aside from air permeability, porosity has been used to explain measured differences in 

thermal resistance because of its relation to air entrapment within and through a fabric [3], [10], 

[13], [19], [21], [23]. It has been shown that a decrease in fabric porosity decreases thermal 
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resistance due to a reduction in air entrapment [10], [13]. The effect of porosity on thermal 

conductivity is explained similarly where an increase in porosity leads to a decrease in thermal 

conductivity [19]. These effects are described in literature as a result of fabric thickness because 

of its direct connection to the porosity between yarns in a fabric [10], [13]. While thickness is the 

fabric parameter most highly attributed to the differences between the thermal resistance of fabrics 

it is the role of porosity that influences this difference due to air having a high value of thermal 

conductivity. 

Water vapor permeability (WVP) has also been explained to rely on the porosity of a fabric. 

However, many studies on thermal comfort do not go into depth explaining the relationships 

between fabric structure and WVP [44]. Instead, fiber moisture regain and yarn absorption 

properties are sometimes attributed to moisture transfer through fabric [2], [24], [27]. These claims 

are argued by others who stress the importance of a fiber’s surface energy to increase the rate at 

which moisture can move along the fiber surface [72]. WVP and air permeability tend to follow 

similarly due to their interaction with air gaps in a fabric structure, but the interaction between 

capillary movement and air gaps gives WVP a slightly more complicated relationship to fabric 

porosity [3], [23], [68].  Similar to air permeability, WVP is increased with a greater amount of 

porosity due to the general relationship between fabric thickness and fabric porosity [2], [68], [72]. 

Variations in pore shape as displayed in Figure 1.9 have been related to moisture transfer where 

neighboring floats are able to transfer moisture between fabric faces more quickly than single yarns 

from capillary action [6].  
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1.4. Yarn Structure Factors Affecting Thermal Comfort 

There are several yarn processing techniques that control yarn structure factors, including 

diameter, compactness, and bulkiness of a yarn to affect thermal comfort. These yarn processing 

techniques are influenced by processing techniques (spinning type), twist density, and hairiness 

[18]–[20]. The importance of these processing techniques is that differences in thermal comfort 

between yarn constructions are most often attributed to the inter-fiber porosity within the yarn 

[19], [20]. Yarn diameter alone does not descriptively convey these differences in inter-fiber 

porosity. In textiles, yarn thickness/diameter is described as a function of yarn count where 

diameter increases with decreasing cotton (indirect) yarn count. Indirect yarn count describes the 

length per unit weight of a yarn which descriptively portrays the bulkiness and compactness of a 

yarn alongside its diameter [18].  

 

1.4.1. Effects of Twist Density  

Thermal resistance is reliant on air trapped within a fabric structure, and some of that air 

entrapment can be found within a yarn structure [18], [20]. Increasing the compactness of a yarn 

pulls the fibers within the structure together which reduces the amount of air space inside the yarn 

[20]. The most effective way to increase yarn compactness is by increasing twist density [19]. Due 

to the fact that increasing the compactness of a yarn decreases its diameter it can be said that 

compactness, twist density, and diameter are interrelated in affecting a fabric’s thermal resistance. 

When yarn count and weave type are kept constant, increasing yarn compactness through more 

twist has been shown to decrease thermal resistance [19]. Figure 1.11 demonstrates this trend.  
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Figure 1.11. Thermal resistance of fabrics made from yarns with different twist densities [19]. 

 

 

 

The decrease in thermal resistance from an increase in twist/m seen in Figure 1.11 can be 

explained by the reduced air space available within the yarn for insulation and air transport [7], 

[19]. Air entrapment can be seen within a yarn as well as between yarns which leads to two major 

considerations in analyzing the effect of twist density in relation to yarn count: fiber packing and 

inter-yarn spacing [18]–[20]. The former is a factor of yarn and fiber processing parameters while 

the latter more strongly influenced through weaving parameters [19], [44]. However, there are 

gaps in thermal comfort studies quantitatively connecting the effect of twist density on yarn 

diameter. The potential effects of twist density on inter-yarn spacing to influence thermal 

resistance are not covered in detail.  

 

1.4.2. Effects of Hairiness on Porosity 

As yarn hairiness increases, air permeability decreases in a fabric due to its effect on inter-

yarn porosity [7], [11], [19], [56]. Studies do not go into depth with the effect of hairiness on 
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thermal resistance and conductivity, but there are more detailed mentions of its effect on air 

permeability in [15], [18], [20], [57]. The effect of yarn hairiness on inter-yarn porosity can be 

seen in Figure 1.12.  

 

 
Figure 1.12. Effects of yarn hairiness on fabric cover factor and yarn diameter [7]. 

 

 

 

Air permeability is described as a strong function of cover factor due to spacing between 

yarns [18], [19], [61], [73]. In considering cover factor, the use of smaller yarns increases the air 

flow through a fabric [7], [11]. As shown in Figure 1.12, hairiness is a mechanism that affects 

inter-yarn porosity by adding to the yarn diameter that blocks open space in fabric [7], [18], [19]. 

Thermal resistance at the yarn level has been mainly attributed to bulkiness and yarn thickness due 

to those factors’ effects on air entrapment, but hairiness can add to that effect [20]. Hairiness adds 

to the bulkiness of a yarn which increases the amount of air pockets in a fabric [18], [20]. 

Additionally, hairiness allows for additional air entrapment on the yarn surface which influences 
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both thermal resistance and thermal conductivity [18]. Any effects of yarn hairiness on total fabric 

thickness to influence thermal comfort properties are not considered in literature.   

 

1.4.3. Comparisons between Yarn Spinning Types 

Spinning types including ring, rotor, compact, friction, vortex, and air jet all have an impact 

on yarn properties and consequently on thermal comfort. Ring spun yarns show the greatest mass 

variation, number of imperfections (neps, variation in diameter), hairiness, and strength compared 

to rotor and friction spun yarns [74]. This relationship is demonstrated Figure 1.13. 

 

 
Figure 1.13. Comparative percentage differences between physical properties of ring, rotor, and 

air jet spun yarns [74]. 

 

 

 

Comparing ring, rotor, and friction spun yarns leads to small differences relating to thermal 

comfort stemming from varying yarn bulkiness of each spinning type [17]. The fact that rotor spun 

yarns have wrapper yarns constricting around a core leads to a less fiber alignment than ring and 

friction spun yarns. Therefore, rotor spun yarns tend to be bulkier with larger diameters (350 µm, 

8.36 Ne, 70.63 tex) than ring spun (323 µm, 8.32 Ne, 70.97 tex) and friction spun (300 µm, 8.30 

Ne, 71.14 tex) [17]. Greater air entrapment within the yarn structure from these bulkier rotor spun 
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yarns is partially responsible for the differences in thermal comfort properties compared to the 

more compact ring and friction spun yarns [73]. Thermal insulation is expected to increase due to 

the described effect of the bulkier rotor spun yarns on increasing fabric thickness [17]. However, 

there is a lack of quantitative detail in literature relating different yarn spinning types to fabric 

thickness in affecting thermal comfort properties.  

More detail in yarn compactness can be seen when looking at carded and combed ring spun 

yarns. Fiber orientation is an important factor in controlling air entrapment within the yarn 

structure [18]. In the case of carded yarns, where fiber orientation is lessened than combed or 

compact spun yarns, less air entrapment is available inside the yarn [16], [18], [20], [57]. These 

differences in yarn structure can be seen in Figure 1.14. 

 

 
Figure 1.14. Difference in yarn structure between carded, combed, and compact ring spun yarns 

[18]. 

 

 

 

A higher value of thermal resistance in compact yarns (30.87 m2K/W) is seen compared to 

carded (26.21 m2K/W) and combed (28.12 m2K/W) yarns [18]. Combing yarns in addition to 
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carding them increases the orientation of the fibers before spinning which would assist in those 

fibers being able to pack together more tightly inside the yarn [18]. Compact yarns have an even 

greater amount of compactness than carded and combed yarns giving them the lowest value of 

thermal resistance [18]. The greater inter-fiber porosity resulting from this increased compactness 

and fiber orientation is responsible for the differences in heat transfer through the fabrics [16], 

[18], [73]. 

Also, Singh et al. described differences in air permeability between carded, combed, and 

compact spun yarns. These differences were attributed to the varying length of hairs between the 

samples where carded yarns had the greatest amount of hairiness [18]. Since compact yarns do not 

have much hairiness there is less air resistance through the fabric [18], [20]. Water vapor 

permeability results follow a similar trend where carded yarns have the lowest WVP and compact 

yarns have the highest value [18]. A description for the cause of this relationship is not presented, 

but based on other literature it can be said that more inter-yarn spacing results in more WVP [17], 

[20], [73]. Since compact yarns yield higher fabric porosity they will have a greater amount of 

WVP than combed or carded yarns.  

 

1.5. Fiber Properties as they Relate to the Thermal Comfort of Fabrics  

In considering the role that a fabric has on the body’s rate of heat loss, fiber material 

selection can have an effect on some thermal comfort properties [24], [25], [27], [45]. These effects 

have been seen in thermal comfort properties such as thermal resistance and air permeability but 

have also been concluded to be insignificant in thermal conductivity and moisture properties [27]. 

However, some researchers conclude that fiber type does have a significant effect on all thermal 

comfort properties [25], [45]. Natural or synthetic fibers can be selected for thermal comfort based 
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on chemical composition, morphology, cross-sectional shape, and fineness due to the influence of 

these properties on air, heat, and moisture passage through a fabric [3].  

 

1.5.1. The Benefits of Cotton for Thermal Comfort  

The most commonly used fiber in thermal comfort is cotton due to its desirable properties 

involving tactile comfort and its commercial prominence in the textile industry [20], [25], [75]. 

Many synthetic materials such as polyester and polypropylene are studied for thermal comfort as 

well, and these synthetic fibers can be created with a high level of precision in their shapes, sizes, 

and mechanical properties [3], [21].  

 

1.5.1.1. Cotton’s Unique Shape  

Rather than being a constant shape, cotton fiber has an irregular shape that twists and turns 

in the axial direction [27]. This shape yields an open structure with air channels and pockets, giving 

cotton a greater ability to entrap air at the fiber level than fibers with a consistently solid shape [8], 

[15], [75], [76]. More air pockets situated at the internal surface of cotton’s structure increases the 

thermal resistance due to air having a higher value of thermal conductivity than fiber [15], [21]. 

Also, the irregular shape of cotton and its larger surface area creates a greater impedance to airflow 

than a smooth fiber such as bamboo [25]. This difference is shown in Figure 1.15. 
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Figure 1.15. Air permeability of fabrics with different blend ratios of cotton and bamboo [25]. 

 

 

While studies agree that increasing the cotton content in natural fiber blends decreases air 

permeability, many do not mention the influence of cross-sectional shape [15], [27], [75]. 

However, Abro et al. explain that the smoother surface of bamboo fiber compared to cotton fiber 

allows for air to pass over it more easily [25]. Also, cotton has a larger surface area than most 

fibers due to the openness in its cross-section [74]. This larger surface area from the irregular shape 

of cotton reduces the ease of air flow when compared to a uniform structure such as polyester or 

bamboo [74].  

Cotton shows the lowest value of thermal conductivity compared to other natural fibers 

[15], [25]. In fact, cotton also shows a lower value of thermal conductivity when compared to 

polyester and most other synthetic fibers as well which can decrease thermal resistance [76] . 

Thermal conductivity is considered an intrinsic property which has led many researchers to leave 

out cross-sectional shape and other fiber properties out in their analysis of thermal resistance [8], 
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[25], [27]. However, it is shown that the increase in air entrapment within the fiber structure can 

decrease the measured thermal conductivity and thermal resistance of a fabric [75], [76].  

 

1.5.2. Fiber Packing Factor 

While cotton’s cross-section creates free space within the fiber, there also lies the 

importance in space between fibers. Yarn spinning and weaving processes force fibers to compress 

together. The level at which fibers can eliminate free space between them when forced together is 

known as packing factor [3], [21]. Packing factor can be calculated according to Equation 1.6. 

𝛷 =  
𝑉𝑓

𝑉𝑦
              (1.6) 

Where 𝛷 is packing factor, Vf is total volume of fiber within a yarn, and Vy is total yarn 

volume [77]. Fiber and yarn volume can be calculated based on the mass and density of each 

structure. Similarly, the ratio between the total fiber cross-sectional area and total yarn cross-

sectional area can be used to describe packing factor as well [77].  

A fiber’s packing factor increases with a circular profile since a circular shape minimizes 

the free space between fibers within a yarn [77]. Irregular shapes seen in synthetic fibers such as 

multi-lobal or y-shape have protrusions that leave interstitial spaces and channels between fibers 

when forced together [26]. While cotton is unique in its shape, synthetic fibers can be controlled 

in their formation to create shapes with varying packing factors such as the ones seen in Figure 

1.16.  
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Figure 1.16. Examples of various fiber cross-sectional shapes to display differences in packing 

capabilities [26]. 

 

 

 

The importance of packing factor in thermal comfort is that it can have an influence on air 

movement through and within a fabric, especially when twist, weave, fabric set, and linear density 

are kept constant [7], [11], [26], [71], [72]. Since fibers with high packing factors can fit closely 

together, they create yarns with smaller diameters and higher densities than fibers with low packing 
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factors [21], [26]. Packing factor affects the breathability of fabrics where porosity increases with 

higher packing factors since such fibers create more interstitial space between yarns.  

 

1.5.3. Fiber Fineness 

Another factor that affects thermal comfort is fiber fineness [21], [22]. Similar to the effect 

of fiber cross-section, fiber fineness has a large impact on yarn properties which in turn affect the 

thermal comfort properties of a fabric [21], [71]. There has been found to be a correlation between 

fiber fineness and thermal resistance where a decrease in direct fiber count by 0.89 dtex yields a 

lower thermal resistance by 5.34 m2mK/W [21], [22]. Smaller fibers have a more intricate 

entanglement structure which leaves more open space for air [22]. This higher number of air voids 

pockets the heat flow through the fabric in accordance with the lower value of thermal conductivity 

of air [21]. It should also be considered that a 0.89 dtex increase in fiber fineness led to a fabric 

with a greater thickness of about 0.1 mm [21]. Therefore, considering fiber fineness as a major 

influencer in thermal resistance should be done with consideration of its effects on fabric thickness.   

Air permeability is also claimed to be influenced by fiber fineness, but the effect is more 

easily described in analyzing the fibers at the yarn level. Fibers with a greater thickness create 

larger pore gaps within yarns but also reduce the space between yarns by increasing the yarn 

thickness [3]. When inter-yarn spacing is small from close-packed yarns, air is forced through 

inter-fiber gaps within yarns rather than between yarns. In this case, the larger inter-fiber pore gaps 

from thicker fibers are described to create higher air permeability [21], [25]. However, literature 

does not provide the point at which inter-yarn spacing becomes tight enough where inter-fiber 

porosity becomes significantly influential in describing air permeability. Also, studies comparing 

fiber fineness for effects on air permeability include several other differences in fiber properties 
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such as surface smoothness and cross-sectional shape that could affect the passage of air through 

yarns [21], [25]. There are gaps in literature comparing the sole effect of fiber fineness on air 

permeability.  

 

1.6. Methods of Improving Thermal Comfort beyond Fabric Construction Modifications  

Solely considering the fabric construction parameters creates a limit on how much thermal 

comfort can be tuned to the end user. Garments designed for thermal comfort are unresponsive to 

changing environments and activity levels and are therefore limited regardless of their 

performance in steady conditions. Designing fabric to help the wearer feel comfortable with 

changes in bodily heat production is constrained to scenarios involving unchanging 

environmental/physical conditions. These obstructions in addition to the subjective nature of 

thermal comfort makes it difficult to design responsive fabrics for a generalized consumer.  

The potential for overcoming these obstacles lies in the incorporation of unique materials 

to the fabric structure. Finishing a fabric with a material having unique stimulant response 

properties might lead to an increased range of control in thermal comfort.  Materials involved in 

these additions fall into three categories: phase change materials (PCMs), shape memory polymers 

(SMPs), and stimuli-responsive polymers (SRPs) [78]. The main benefit of each polymer type is 

that they can create a system of thermoregulation where energy input from the wearer or 

environment causes a change in the fabric’s thermal comfort properties [78]. The mechanism that 

each polymer type uses to achieve this effect is different, but each works to minimize the influence 

of fabric on the body’s natural heat regulation systems.  
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1.6.1. Phase Change Materials  

Phase change materials work as thermoregulators by absorbing or releasing thermal energy 

in a temperature range to reduce the net heat flow in a system [79]. PCMs undergo a reversible 

phase change that allows for latent heat energy to be stored or released [79]. Applications involving 

thermal comfort in textiles require that PCMs exhibit a transition temperature at or below the 

physiological range (32-35 oC) to interact with the body’s heat transfer system [78].  

Two methods are used to incorporate PCMs into textiles. The first method requires an 

encapsulation of the PCM into a hollow shell [79]. Polymers most suitable for the shell are 

polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) and polyethyl methacrylate (PEMA) due to their flexibility and 

allowance of higher levels of melting and solidification [80]. In the fiber formation process, the 

encapsulated formula can be blended with a fiber-forming polymer to be extruded, melt spun, or 

injection molded into fibers [79]. The second method involves finishing the PCM microcapsule 

directly onto the surface of a fabric [78]. While PCMs act to increase thermal comfort they have 

adverse effects on other comfort properties such as permeability-related properties and fabric hand 

[78]. Furthermore, steady-state conditions do not stimulate the phase change mechanism of PCMs; 

physical activity or environmental change must be present to create an increase in thermal energy 

input to the PCM and activate the thermal regulation system created by the PCM [78]. Therefore, 

applications involving intense activity must be targeted for the use of PCMs.  

 

1.6.2. Shape Memory Polymers 

Shape memory polymers are also used to vary thermal comfort properties, but the method 

of responsiveness is dependent on polymer chain systems controlled in processing rather than 

intrinsic polymeric properties [78]. SMPs have a hard region and a soft region where the hard 
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region is made of arranged chains with a high melt temperature (Tm) while the soft regions are 

random with a low glass transition temperature (Tg) [81]. Above the Tm of the hard regions, both 

regions are mobile. Once the material is cooled to the Tg of the hard region it will store strain 

energy from the resulting crosslinks. Between Tg of the soft region and hard region the material 

can be temporarily deformed until further cooling below Tg of the soft region where it will hold 

that shape at that temperature due to its fully glassy nature. However, once heated again the soft 

region will become mobile and unable to resist the strain energy from crosslinks in the hard region. 

Therefore, the material will go back to its predetermined shape. This thermomechanical system is 

shown in Figure 1.17. 

 

 
Figure 1.17. Example temperature/mechanical cycles for SMPs. Heated sample (*) deformed to 

(i), cooled below the Tg of the hard region (ii), unloaded (iii), and returned to the original shape 

when heated back above the Tg of the hard region (iv) [82]. 
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 Polyurethane (PU) has been a focus of study in many textile applications due to its intrinsic 

nature of well-defined and tunable crystalline and non-crystalline regions [83]. Fibers are typically 

made through wet spinning to either be woven as such or introduced as the core material in a core-

spun yarn [83], [84]. However, relying on tuning the Tm and Tg for a shape change mechanism 

creates a limitation on the thermal activation temperature that is based on the set temperature for 

the polymer [78]. The activation temperatures of popular materials such as PU have been measured 

to be around 75 oC and above which is much higher than body temperature [83].  SMPs offer 

potential in thermal comfort, but more research needs to be made to bring the activation 

temperature closer to body temperature.  

 

1.6.3. Stimuli-Responsive Polymers 

The final class of polymers used to modify thermal comfort is SRPs. Contrary to SMPs 

and PCMs, current research on thermal comfort has only shown SRPs to be integrated into textiles 

as a finish; fibers cannot be easily made from SRPs due to the inferior mechanical properties [85], 

[86]. Literature focuses on the use of SRPs in the form of hydrogels because of their ability to 

enlarge and shrink in the range of 20-35 oC [87]. This shape change occurs due to the lower critical 

solution temperature (LCST) of hydrogels which can be described as the temperature at which 

polymer chains change from coiled to globule structures [87], [88]. Resulting globular particles 

above the LCST have hydrophobic groups along their surface which cause intermolecular forces 

to aggregate individual chain molecules [88]. The increasing hydrophobicity of the polymer chains 

due to increasing temperature causes a volume decrease from the expulsion of associated water 

molecules within the hydrogel’s microstructure [89]. This effect can be seen in the volume change 

of the hydrogel in Figure 1.18.  
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Figure 1.18. Volume reduction at increased temperature for nanostructured hydrogels (NSGs) 

consisting of 1.5 mol/L of PNIPAm. Samples were polymerized at times of 2, 10, 20, 30, and 40 

minutes (left to right) [90].  

 

 

 

The most extensively studied and used hydrogel is poly-N-isopropylacrylamide (PNIPAm) 

due to its LCST of 32 oC and ease in processing [87]. Previous studies have used PNIPAm for 

multiple applications including drug release and tissue engineering [91], [92]. Many studies have 

been conducted on PNIPAm to characterize its mechanical and rheological properties when 

copolymerized, attempt to modify its LCST, or to change its thermal reaction rate [93]–[99]. 

PVCL is another SRP that shows promise for thermal responsiveness in the physiological 

range. Similar to PNIPAm, PVCL has a LCST near 32 oC and is easily synthesized using free 

radical polymerization [89]. However, multiple differences exist between the two SRPs. The most 

critical difference is that PVCL shows a thermal responsiveness in water where its LCST does not 

stay constant with concentration and chain length [89].  

Even though PNIPAm and PVCL have mainly been used in bio-applications, some 

research has gone into textile applications as well. Due to their low mechanical strength and ease 

in creating aqueous solutions, neat PNIPAm and PVCL have only been spun into nonwoven 

structures using electrospinning [100]–[103]. Even so, similar methodologies exist for both SRPs 
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due to their similarities in mechanical properties. Variations in the final fiber are achieved through 

monomer concentration differences, solution variations (DMF, acetone, ethanol, THF, etc.), or a 

combination of the two [100]–[103]. Current techniques for measuring thermal responsiveness in 

electrospun mats do not measure the extent of the thermal responsiveness and therefore do not 

conclude how the material changes shape. 

 

1.6.4. Grafting SRPs to Develop Thermally Responsive Fabrics 

Grafting has shown to be the only other method of introducing PVCL and PNIPAm into 

textile structures successfully [28], [104]–[106]. Pure forms PNIPAm show little prevalence in 

textile structures, but copolymers using both PVCL and PNIPAm are present in grafting 

technologies [28], [104]–[106]. PNIPAm has been grafting onto cotton fabric using ammonium 

peroxydisulfate as an initiator in free radical grafting polymerization [105]. Copolymer grafting 

with PVCL or PNIPAm has been seen with polymers such as hydroxyethyl acrylamide (HEAA), 

but chitosan is often used due to its bonding affinity with cellulose, stimulant-responsiveness 

properties, and bio-compatibility [28], [30], [106]. Grafting typically includes the soaking of a 

fabric such as cotton in a solution containing a crosslinker and catalyst followed by a pad finishing 

process [28]. Other embodiments have shown aminolyzed fabrics act as a functionalization site for 

the addition of PNIPAm [104].  

Most applications of grafting PVCL and PNIPAm onto fabrics focus on modifying the 

water vapor permeation (WVP) of the fabric [28], [104], [105]. In some embodiments, the 

mechanism that causes this change in WVP is the switch in hydrophobic properties, and the shape 

change related to the fabric structure is not mentioned [28], [105]. Other studies show that the 

switch in hydrophilicity of the grafted hydrogel upon thermal activation changes the interaction 
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between fabric and moisture [104], [106]. The effects of a PNIPAm-g-Chitosan finished to the 

WVP of cotton fabric in different environmental conditions is shown in Table 1.6.  

 

Table 1.6. WVP of SRP Finished Fabrics at Varying Environmental Conditions (adapted from 

[106]). 

  WVP (g/m2day) 

Sample 

25 oC, 50% 

R.H. 

25 oC, 90% 

R.H. 

40 oC, 50% 

R.H. 

40 oC, 90% 

R.H. 

Unfinished 1185 380 3274 985 

BTCA finished  767 306 3237 861 

PNIPAm-g-

chitosan 1272 374 3568 1347 

 

 

 

Since PNIPAm has an LCST right around body temperature, current research focuses on 

using its changes in water absorption as a way to regulate body temperature [30], [106]. Volumetric 

change activated by body temperature and relative humidity presence has been shown to change 

WVP properties in PNIPAm copolymers [30], [32], [78], [106]. To test this change, finished 

fabrics are tested under environments of different relative humidities and temperatures. Due to 

PNIPAm’s LCST of 32 oC, the low temperature used for these conditions is 25 oC while the high 

temperature is 40 oC. It has been reported that there is not enough moisture present at relative 

humidities below 65% to show an obvious response in volume [78]. Therefore, relative humidities 

of less than 65% and greater than 80% are used for testing in different conditions [30], [106].  

Other studies have used an immersion process to finish cotton fabric with PNIPAm and 

found similar results to the pad-dry-cure process in terms of fabric regain properties at different 

environments [32], [107]. It was also concluded that PNIPAm causes fabric to severely lose its 

softness due to the high Tg of PNIPAm [107]. In another case, heat retention of a glove finished 

with PNIPAm was measured using IR camera [32]. It was found that the glove exhibited cooling 
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properties when tested at a low temperature (25 oC) and heat retaining properties when tested at a 

high temperature (40 oC) [32].  

 

1.7. Research Objectives 

There are several ways to vary fabric parameters for thermal comfort applications, but 

changing one aspect of fabric design is likely to affect more than one thermal comfort property. 

As the desire to develop performance fabrics continues to grow, there is necessity in understanding 

the relationships between fabric design inputs, fabric geometry, and thermal comfort properties. 

However, the relationships between fabric design and fabric structure are not commonly expressed 

in detail when considering thermal comfort. Additionally, there is a complete absence of fabric 

tightness in studies on thermal comfort. Instead, cover factor is sometimes considered. In these 

cases, cover factor is either used incorrectly for comparisons between fabrics or uninvolved in 

detailed discussions on fabric geometry.   

There are limitations in using current fabric designs to modify thermal comfort because 

these fabrics structures are unchanging with the variances a wearer may experience during use 

(physical activity, environment, etc.). To tune fabric performance for specific thermal comfort 

applications, textiles must be developed with techniques that allow for fabric responses alongside 

the body’s physiological responses. In the cases where fabric responsiveness has been developed, 

there is a focus on the fabric moisture transfer properties; there is little detail on how the 

thermoresponsive polymer is affecting the fabric structure to potentially cause changes in other 

thermal comfort properties. Therefore, it is unknown whether the thermal responsive properties of 

these fabrics can be tuned for overall improvements in thermal comfort. Fabric heat transfer, 

porosity, and durability properties are not analyzed in detail in these cases.  
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The purpose of this research is to first investigate the changes in cotton fabric structure 

from modifications in fabric design. Fabric tightness, weave type, yarn count, and thread densities 

are inputs of focus due to their expected effects on properties closely related to heat and air 

movement through fabric. Detailed effects of these inputs on fabric geometry are described as they 

are related to thermal comfort properties.  

Using these findings on the effects of fabric structures on air, heat, and moisture transfer 

through fabric, thermally responsive polymers are introduced to act as mechanisms to create fabric 

responsiveness to heat and moisture input. A control experiment using the impregnation of an 

aqueous solution of PNIPAm to cotton fabric is first explored to investigate the effectiveness of 

penetrating a fabric structure with a thermally responsive polymer. Following this control 

experiment, a topical finish is studied. A topical treatment would be expected to create differences 

in air and heat movement through fabric by creating a thermally responsive surface barrier to vary 

inter-yarn porosity, fabric air entrapment, and/or the interaction between water and fabric. Three 

different thermoresponsive polymers are investigated to allow for comparisons in the level of 

response to moisture and heat inputs. Cellulose nanofibers (CNFs) are utilized as carriers and 

coupling agents between the thermoresponsive polymers and the cotton fabric. The effects of 

amine terminated PNIPAm-cellulose nanofibers (NH2PNIPAm-CNFs), methyl cellulose-cellulose 

nanofibers (MC-CNFs), and hydroxypropyl cellulose-cellulose nanofibers (HPC-CNFs) on 

moisture vapor transfer and air permeability are investigated at different simulated temperature 

and moisture levels. The goal of studying the effects on permeability is to determine if the finished 

fabrics have changes in porosity as expected. Methods of finishing these thermally responsive 

materials to cotton fabric are studied as well.  
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CHAPTER 2: Materials and Methodology 

2.1. Acquisition of Fabric Material  

Cotton was chosen as the fiber material for all fabric samples due to its strong prevalence 

in literature and the textile market. Fiber type was kept constant to reduce variation in fabric 

properties from sources such as fiber shape, density, regain, uniformity, etc. Single ply yarn counts 

of 40 cotton count (Ne) (14.76 tex) and 60 Ne (9.84 tex) were chosen to act as two extremes in 

terms of yarn dimensions. All yarns were requested to be ring spun to eliminate the influence of 

yarn spinning type. Three weave types were chosen for comparisons between weave constructions: 

plain, 5-harness (5-H) satin, and 2x1 twill. Using these weave types and Russell’s theory of 

tightness, warp and weft thread densities were requested to give a range of predicted tightness 

values between 0.6 and 1. 

 

2.2. Experimental Design 

The experimental design was submitted to three fabric manufacturers to request samples 

for research and education. Due to the complexity of setting up looms to create woven samples, 

each company responded with a list of available premade samples from their product line that 

could be sent for the project. Keeping thread density constant was found to be impossible based 

on diversity in fabric production from manufacturers. From the list of available samples, the fabrics 

in Table 2.1 were obtained and used for the project.   
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Table 2.1. Fabric Descriptions as Specified by Manufacturers  

Sample 

Code 

Yarn 

Count 

(Ne) 

Weave 

Type 

Manu-

facturer 

Finish EPI 

(Ends/ 

inch) 

PPI 

(Picks/ 

inch) 

Warp 

Tight. 

Weft 

Tight. 

Total 

Tight. 

P40L 40 Plain 
Company 

1 
Bleached 132 100 1.29 0.98 1.14 

P40H 40 Plain Company 

1 

Bleached 142 72 1.39 0.7 1.05 

P60L 60 Plain Company 

1 

Bleached 146 96 1.17 0.77 0.97 

P60H 60 Plain Company 

2 

Bleached 164 124 1.31 0.99 1.15 

S40L 40 Satin 

(5-H) 

Company 

2 

Greige 129 75 0.94 0.55 0.75 

S40H 40 Satin 

(5-H) 

Company 

3 

Pink 

Dye 

166 74 1.21 0.54 0.88 

S60L 60 Satin 

(5-H) 

Company 

3 

Beige 

Dye 

190 90 1.13 0.54 0.84 

S60H 60 Satin 

(5-H) 

Company 

1 

Bleached 211 120 1.26 0.72 0.99 

T40L 40 Twill 

(2x1) 

Company 

2 

Greige 124 72 1.04 0.61 0.82 

T40H 40 Twill 

(2x1) 

Company 

2 

Bleached 153 76 1.29 0.64 0.96 

 

 

2.3. Fabric Tightness Calculations (Russell’s Tightness)  

Russell’s proposal of Tightness was used to estimate fabric tightness in this study which 

allows for tightness values to be compared between square or non-square fabrics of different weave 

types.  
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Russell’s Theory of Tightness for the warp (C1) and weft directions (C2) is described in 

Equation 2.1.  

𝐶1 =  
𝑡1

𝑡1𝑚𝑎𝑥
 and 𝐶2 =  

𝑡2

𝑡2𝑚𝑎𝑥
             (2.1) 

 

Combining the warp and weft tightness equations gives total fabric tightness as shown in 

Equation 2.2. 

𝐶𝑓 =  
𝑡1+𝑡2

𝑡1𝑚𝑎𝑥+𝑡2𝑚𝑎𝑥
          (2.2) 

 

where  

t1 = warp density 

t2 = pick density 

Maximum theoretical thread density in the warp and weft directions can be described by 

the terms t1max and t2max, respectively. Calculating t1max and t2max can be done using Equation 2.3 

since warp and weft yarn counts (and hence warp and weft yarn diameters) are identical for each 

fabric as it can be seen from Table 2.1. 

𝑡1𝑚𝑎𝑥 =  
𝑀1

(𝑀1+1) ×𝑑
 and  𝑡2𝑚𝑎𝑥 =  

𝑀2

(𝑀2+1) ×𝑑
             (2.3) 

 

where 

M1 = warp weave factor 

M2 = weft weave factor 

d = yarn diameter  

Warp and weft diameter can be estimated using Equation 2.4.  

𝑑1 = 𝑑2 = 𝑑 =  
1

29.3
 ×  √

1

𝜙 × 𝜌𝑓×𝑁𝑐𝑐
          (2.4) 

where 

𝜙 = yarn packing factor based on spinning type. For ring spun yarn, the value of 0.6 is used.  
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𝝆 = fiber density (g/cm3). For cotton fiber, the value of 1.52 g/cm3 is used.  

Ncc = yarn number (Ne) 

Warp and weft weave factors can be calculated using Equation 2.5.  

𝑀1 =
𝑁1

𝑖1
  and 𝑀2 =

𝑁2

𝑖2
           (2.5) 

where 

N1 = Number of warp yarns in a weave repeat 

N2 = Number of weft yarns in a weave repeat 

i1 = Number of filling interlacings in a weave repeat 

i2 = Number of end interlacings in a weave repeat 

Weave factors used in this study are shown in Table 2.2.  

 

Table 2.2 Weave Factors of Experimental Fabrics 

Weave Type N1 i1 N2 i2 M1 M2 

Plain 2 2 2 2 1 1 

Twill (2x1) 3 2 3 2 1.5 1.5 

Satin (5-H) 5 2 5 2 2.5 2.5 

 

 

 

2.4. Fabric Preparation 

2.4.1. Scouring  

To attempt to mitigate the potential differences in manufacturing processes, the greige 

fabrics (samples S40L and T40L) were scoured and bleached. All fabric preparation and finishing 

procedures were done in the NC State Wilson College of Textiles Dyeing and Finishing Pilot Lab. 

A Thies mini soft dyeing machine was used to scour and bleach the greige fabrics. The Thies 

machine was heated to 100 oC and TX 199 surfactant (1 g/L), soda ash (3 g/L), and H2O2 (2 g/L) 
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were added along with the fabric samples. After the additives were washed through the fabric, 

fresh water was run through the system 3 times to remove extra chemicals. The fabrics were then 

removed from the Thies machine and put through a large pad drier to remove loose water. For 

drying, the fabrics were put through a relaxation drier one time before hanging to dry.   

 

2.4.2. Laundering  

Laundering was done in accordance to AATCC 150, Test Method for Dimensional 

Changes of Garments after Home Laundering. Each fabric was put into a home washing machine 

with 66 g of AATCC 193 detergent. Washing machine settings were set according to AATCC 150: 

Table I - Standard Washing Machine Parameters using a normal cycle (option I) at a hot 

temperature (option IV). Following the washing procedure, the fabrics were dried according to 

AATCC 150: Table III - Standard Tumble Dryer Parameters at normal settings (Ai) for 45 minutes. 

Samples were then cut to sizes based on testing requirements. Wrinkles were removed with a 

handheld iron per recommendations of AATCC 150.  

 

2.5. Fabric Characterization Methodology 

2.5.1. Greige Fabric Testing Methodology 

Swatches were cut from each fabric sample as received before washing to be tested for 

thread density, basis weight, and dimensional changes. All fabric swatches were conditioned 

according to ASTM D1776, Standard Practice for Conditioning and Testing Textiles. All physical 

testing was done in the NC State Wilson College of Textiles Physical Laboratory. 
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2.5.1.1. Thread Density 

Thread density was tested in reference to ASTM 3775, Standard Test Method for End 

(Warp) and Pick (Filling) Count of Woven Fabrics. Based on the prediction that the fabrics had 

greater than 25 yarns per inch, 1” marks were made in both the warp and weft directions with a 

pen. Scissors were used to cut near a mark to begin unraveling before the mark. A handheld pick 

needle was used to pull single yarns out of the fabric while counting. For each direction, the total 

number of yarns within the 1” marks is reported as ends per inch (EPI) and picks per inch (PPI).  

 

2.5.1.2. Basis Weight 

Basis weight was tested following the procedure of ASTM D3776, Standard Test Methods 

for Mass per Unit Area (Weight) of Fabrics, Option C - Small Swatch of Fabric. Swatches of 3” x 

3” (2.64 cm x 2.64 cm) samples were used to determine the basis weight of each fabric. The 

swatches were weighed on a scale, and results were recorded to the nearest hundredth gram. Basis 

weight was then converted to g/m2.  

 

2.5.1.3. Dimensional Changes 

Dimensional changes were calculated based on the change in thread density for each fabric 

sample after laundering. Warp and weft dimensional changes were calculated using Equations 2.6 

and 2.7.  

𝑊𝑎𝑟𝑝 𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 (%) =  
𝑝1𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙−𝑝1𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙

𝑝1𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙
 × 100           (2.6) 

             𝑊𝑒𝑓𝑡 𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 (%) =  
𝑝2𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙−𝑝2𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙

𝑝2𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙
 × 100           (2.7) 
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where  

p1intial (in/end)= 1 / warp thread density (ends/in, before laundering) 

p1final (in/end)= 1 / warp thread density (ends/in, after laundering) 

p2intial (in/pick)= 1 / weft thread density (picks/in, before laundering) 

p2final (in/pick)= 1 / weft thread density (picks/in, after laundering) 

 

2.5.2. Experimental Fabric Characterization Methodology 

2.5.2.1. Basis Weight 

Basis weight for experimental fabrics was measured in accordance to ASTM 3776 using 

the same methodology described in section 2.5.1.2 with one main difference: fabric dimensions of 

36 in2 (167.7 cm2) were used per recommendation of the Physical Testing Lab Manager based on 

common industry requirements. Samples were cut into squares of 6” x 6” (15.2 cm x 15.2 cm) and 

measured in grams. Units were then converted to g/m2.  

 

2.5.2.2. Fabric Thickness 

Fabric thickness was measured following the procedure of ASTM D1777, Standard 

Method for Thickness of Textile Materials. An Ames Masters of Measurement Thickness Tester 

was used following options of Table 1, option 1 of ASTM D1777. Fabric samples were not cut for 

this test. Instead, random sections of fabric were inserted face up under the presser foot of the 

testing device. This test apparatus uses a presser foot with a diameter of 28.7 mm that is lowered 

onto a section of fabric to determine the distance between the face of the fabric and back of the 

fabric. A weight of 8.6 oz (243.8 g) was used for the presser foot with a diameter of 28.7 mm to 

create an applied pressure of 4.14 ± 0.21 kPa. For this study, the presser foot was slowly lowered 
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to get a reading in mm which was taken after 5 to 6 seconds of applied pressure. Ten readings were 

taken for each fabric sample. 

 

2.5.2.3. Yarn Crimp due to Weave Interlacing 

Yarn crimp was measured using guidelines set by ASTM D3883, Standard Test Method 

for Yarn Crimp and Yarn Take-Up in Woven Fabrics. The test method calls for marks to be made 

10” (25.4 cm) apart in both the warp and weft directions. Yarns were individually unraveled from 

the fabric to be measured for crimp. Due to the high tightness of some fabrics, it was difficult to 

unravel 10” yarns without significantly disturbing or destroying the natural crimp of the yarns. 

Marks were made 5 inches (12.7 cm) apart with a dark pen in each direction to avoid this crimp 

distortion. Scissors were used to cut near the marks in order to unravel before reaching 

benchmarks. For each yarn, one end was carefully taped to a flat table. The base of the yardstick 

was aligned with the marking on the yarn at the end taped to the table surface. Option A of ASTM 

D3883 was used where the yarn was stretched to the point of no crimp by hand. Yarn length was 

determined by observing the distance between yarn markings in its stretched state along the 

yardstick. Ten yarns were measured in each direction for each fabric. Note 2 of ASTM D3883 

states that Option A may lead to variation from the possible inconsistency used in stretching the 

yarn by hand since the stretch force is unknown.  

 

2.5.2.4. Yarn Twist Density 

Yarn twist density was tested following the procedure of ASTM 1422, Standard Test 

Method for Twist in Single Spun Yarns by the Untwist-Retwist Method. ASTM 1422 determines 

twist through untwist and retwist method using warp yarns unraveled from a fabric. A twist 
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tester, seen in Figure 2.1, was used for this experiment using the end-tensioning method 

specified in section 9.3.1 of ASTM 1422.  

 

 
Figure 2.1. Twist tester located in NC State Wilson College of Textiles Physical Testing 

Laboratory. 

 

 

 

Before inserting yarn into the machine, the dial on the machine was set to zero. The twist 

direction was determined as Z-twist based on observation. Immediately before testing, a 10” (25.4 

cm) yarn was taken from the fabric sample. While unraveling, special care was taken to hold each 

yarn end in an attempt to leave the natural twist undisturbed. However, as previously noted, 

significant yarn distortion occurred in yarns pulled from fabrics with high tightness. One end of 

the yarn was pulled through the non-rotational clamp and the clamp was immediately closed. The 

other end was fastened to the rotational clamp, and excess yarn was cut with scissors. A hand pedal 

was used to run the machine with care taken to apply even pressure for the duration of the test. 
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Once the machine marker returned to zero, the hand pedal was released and the number of turns 

was read from the dial. Ten yarn samples were taken for each fabric sample. After all data was 

recorded, the number of turns was divided by 10” (25.4 cm) to report data as turns per inch (TPI). 

 

2.5.2.5. Thread Density 

The fabric thread densities were taken in accordance with ASTM 3775 using the same 

procedure described for the greige fabric samples (see section 2.5.1.1.). Both warp and weft thread 

densities were recorded for each sample. The measured fabric thread densities describe thread 

density after loom removal relaxation, size removal, and washing.  

 

2.5.2.6. Fiber Microscopy 

Fiber microscopy was performed for each fabric sample to confirm that the fiber makeup 

was cotton. An optical microscope in the NC State Wilson College of Textiles Microscopy 

Laboratory was used. Yarns were unraveled from each fabric, cut to about 2.5 cm in length, and 

placed on a glass slide. A handheld pick needle was used to separate the fibers at the end of the 

yarn to create a more individualistic view of each fiber. A water droplet was added to the slide, 

and a coverslip was placed on top of the sample. Then, the slide was placed under the microscope 

and centered using a 10 times magnification lens. Once the fibers were centered, the 40 times 

magnification lens was activated and focused. Fiber type was determined based on fiber shape 

since cotton’s top view shows a unique ribbon shape with convolutions along fiber length. 
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2.6. Thermal Comfort Characterization Methodology 

2.6.1. Thermal and Evaporative Resistance Characterization Methodology 

 Thermal Resistance was calculated based on measured properties of heat transfer following 

the procedure of ASTM F 1868, Standard Test Method for Thermal and Evaporative Resistance 

of Clothing Materials Using a Sweating Hot Plate, Part C. Testing was conducted by the Thermal 

Protection and Comfort Center (TPACC) located at the NC State Wilson College of Textiles. A 

guarded sweating hot plate system from Measurement Technology Northwest Inc. was used for 

this study. The hot plate was housed in an environmental test chamber at an ambient temperature 

of 25 oC and 65% RH. Dimensions of the hot plate were 12” x 12” (30.5 cm x 30.5 cm) where 20” 

x 20” (50.8 cm x 50.8 cm) samples were used to ensure heat from the hot plate did not leak from 

the edges of the fabric. The hot plate was set at 35 oC to replicate the skin temperature of a wearer.  

 For each test, fabric samples were placed face up on the hot plate by a lab assistant in 

TPACC. Temperature, humidity, voltage, and current were recorded at 2-minute intervals to 

ensure that less than 1.5% deviation in conditions occurred over 30-minute time periods. 

Additionally, a current of air was induced at 1 m/s. Three test replications for each sample were 

done to determine a set of values to calculate average thermal and evaporative resistance. 

Descriptions of terms obtained from this test method are as follows: 

 

• Total heat loss (Qt) (W/m2): The amount of heat transferred through the fabric sample when 

both dry and evaporative heat loss are considered. Total heat loss is measured at 100% wet 

conditions to mimic a wearer at his or her maximum metabolic activity level. Total heat 

loss is calculated using Equation 2.8.  

𝑄𝑡 =  
10 𝑜𝐶

𝑅𝑐𝑓+0.04
+ 

3.57 𝑘𝑃𝑎

𝑅𝑒𝑡𝐴+0.0035
          (2.8) 
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where 

• Intrinsic thermal resistance (Rcf) ([ΔC x m2]/W): Resistance to heat transfer in dry 

conditions provided solely by the fabric system. Its value is determined through the 

difference in dry bare plate heat resistance (Rcbp) and total thermal resistance of the fabric 

(Rct).  

 

• Apparent intrinsic evaporative resistance (Ref
A) ([ΔkPa x m2]/W) as the resistance to 

evaporative heat transfer provided solely by the fabric system. It is determined by taking 

the difference between the apparent total evaporative resistance (Ret
A) and the bare plate 

evaporative resistance (Rebp).  

 

• Total thermal resistance (Rct) ([ΔC x m2]/W): The fabric’s resistance to dry heat transfer 

with the inclusion of the surface air layer. This value is used to describe a fabric’s thermal 

resistance. Its calculation can be performed using Equation 2.9.  

𝑅𝑐𝑡 =  
(𝑇𝑠−𝑇𝑎) ×𝐴

𝐻
            (2.9) 

where 

Ts = Surface plate temperature of 35o C 

Ta = Ambient air temperature of 25o C 

A = Test plate area of 0.01 m2 

H = Power input (W) 

 

• Apparent total evaporative resistance (Ret
A) ([ΔkPa x m2]/W): Total resistance to 

evaporative heat transfer. Ret
A includes the evaporative resistance of the fabric, surface air 

layer, and liquid barrier.   
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Its value can be calculated using Equation 2.10.  

𝑅𝑒𝑡𝐴 =  
(𝑃𝑠−𝑃𝑎)× 

𝐴

𝐻
−(𝑇𝑠−𝑇𝑎)

𝑅𝑐𝑡
            (2.10) 

where 

Ps = water vapor pressure at the surface plate (kPa) 

Pa = water vapor pressure at ambient conditions (kPa) 

 

This test standard also calls for the recording of It (clo) which is used as a descriptor of 

fabric insulation abilities. A value of 1 clo describes the thermal insulation of a business suit on a 

typical spring day. Larger values of clo (>1) coincide with fabrics for wear in winter and smaller 

values of clo (<1) relate to fabrics for summer wear. It can be calculated using Equation 2.11.  

It = Rct x 6.45                 (2.11) 

 

 

2.6.2. Air Permeability Testing Methodology 

Air permeability was tested for fabric samples in the NC State Wilson College of Textiles 

Physical Testing Laboratory using ASTM D737, Standard Test Method for Air Permeability of 

Textile Fabrics. Samples were conditioned at standard conditions of 22 oC and 65% R.H. according 

to ASTM D1776. A Frazier High Pressure Differential Air Permeability Tester was used to test air 

permeability using a 7 cm opening. Ten test swatches of 10” x 10” (25.4 cm x 25.4 cm) each were 

cut from each fabric sample to fit the test opening while still allowing for excess room around the 

edges of the opening.  

Fabrics were individually placed on the circular opening of the air permeability tester with 

sufficient tension to draw the fabric smoothly. A metal ring was then dropped on top of the fabric 

sample to eliminate air leakage from the side of the fabric. The fabric was clamped in place using 
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a Frazier Air Permeability Quick Clamp Retrofit. The testing apparatus was controlled using a dial 

to increase and decrease air flow from a heavy duty blower. A trial and error method was used to 

fit a nozzle within the suction chamber at the bottom of the apparatus to adjust the rheostat until 

red oil inside the inclined manometer read 0.5. Figure 2.2 displays the manometers used to take 

readings with the Frazier Air Permeability Machine.  

 

 
Figure 2.2. Manometers used to read air permeability on Frazier Air Permeability Tester. 

 

 

 

At this reading of 0.5, the vertical manometer should read between 3 and 13 to reduce 

variability in the accuracy of the reading. If the vertical manometer read outside of the 3 to 13 
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range, the nozzle within the suction chamber had to be changed. Nozzle diameters ranged in sizes 

between 1 mm and 16 mm. Once the correct nozzle was chosen, the heavy duty blower was 

adjusted to adjust the rheostat to an inclined manometer reading of 0.5. Readings were then taken 

from the vertical manometer and converted to ft3/min/ft2 using a conversion table based on the 

nozzle size. Ten readings were taken for each fabric.  

 

2.7. Chemical Finishing Materials and Methodology 

Poly(N-isopropylacralamide) (PNIPAm) with a Mw ~ 40,000 g/mol and amine terminated 

PNIPAm (NH2PNIPAm) at a Mw of 2,500 g/mol were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. 

. Four finishing and thermal comfort testing experiments were conducted, denoted PoC1, 

PoC2, PoC3, and PoC4. The purpose of these experiments was to determine the most effective 

finishing method and to examine the effects of the fabric finishes on thermal comfort properties. 

Experiments PoC1 and PoC2 were conducted as control experiments to determine the effects of 

impregnating cotton fabric with PNIPAm on thermal comfort properties. Following PoC1 and 

PoC2, PoC3 and PoC4 were done to determine the effectiveness of a topical treatment on thermal 

comfort properties. 

A separate fabric sample was used for all finishing experiments. This fabric sample is 

labeled as POC in Table 2.3. It was selected due to its low value of tightness. PoC4 also included 

sample S40L for comparison due to its low value of tightness and difference in weave design.  
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Table 2.3. Fabric Sample Characteristics for PoC1 and PoC2 

Sample 

Code 

Yarn 

Count 

(Ne)  

Weave 

Type 

Manu-

facturer 

Finish EPI 

(Ends/ 

inch) 

PPI 

(Picks/ 

inch) 

Warp 

Tight. 

Weft 

Tight. 

Total 

Tight. 

POC 40  Plain Company 

2 

Bleached 100 87 0.95 0.89 0.92 

 

 

In PoC3 and PoC4, three separate thermally responsive materials were finished to cotton 

fabric using cellulose nanofibers (CNFs) as carriers, namely, NH2PNIPAm, methylcellulose (MC), 

and hydroxypropyl (HPC). All three materials were chosen because of their thermally responsive 

behaviors near the physiological temperature (about 35 oC). CNFs were chosen as carriers to 

ensure bonding between the thermoresponsive polymers and the cotton fabric.  Cotton samples 

were put through the same finishing processes with water to act as control samples. 

 

2.7.1. Sample Preparation and Testing for PoC1 

For PoC1, a spray coating methodology was used. PNIPAm powder was mixed in a 50 mL 

solution of water at concentrations of 0%, 0.1%, 0.2%, and 1%. Three fabric samples for each 

solution were cut at 13 cm x 13 cm. Since the PNIPAm was mixed below the temperature of its 

LCST it readily dissolved in the solution after stirring a few minutes with a stirring rod. Solutions 

were then poured into a handheld spray bottle and sprayed 10 times each onto fabric from a 

distance of about 15 cm. Samples were dried in a convection at 75 oC for 1 hour.  

Samples were tested for thermal resistance and conductivity using the Kawabata 

Evaluation System (KES). Testing was performed by TPACC. The Thermo Lab II was used to test 

thermal resistance and thermal conductivity at standard laboratory conditions. For this study, the 

Thermo Lab II measured the rate of dry heat flow (oCm2/W) which was used to calculate thermal 
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resistance and thermal conductivity. The hot plate temperature was 35 oC to create a 10-degree 

temperature differential between the plate and the environment. A Tabai ESPEC's Platinous 

Lucifer Model PL-2G environmental chamber was used to maintain the required testing 

conditions. Calculating thermal conductivity in this method requires the measurement of thickness 

which was conducted using the KES-FB3 compression tester. An area of 2 cm2 was tested using a 

force of 6 gf/cm2. Calculations for thermal resistance and conductivity are shown in Equations 

2.12 and 2.13.  

𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 (
𝑚2𝑜𝐶

𝑊
) = 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 (

𝑚2𝑜𝐶

𝑊
) × Thickness (mm)         (2.12) 

𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 (𝑅ℎ) (
𝑚2𝑜𝐶

𝑊
) =  

1

𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝐷𝑟𝑦 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟 (
𝑊

𝑚2𝑜𝐶
)

0.155
            (2.13) 

 

2.7.2. Sample Preparation and Testing for PoC2 

An exhaustion process was used to finish PNIPAm to cotton fabric in PoC2. The POC 

fabric was laundered according to AATCC 150 as described in section 2.4.2. Samples were then 

prepared in the same manner as those in PoC1 where 3 iterations of 13 cm x 13 cm fabric swatches 

were cut. One solution was prepared with 0.5% concentration of PNIPAm while the other solution 

was prepared with 100% water.  

 A Nuance tumble exhaustion machine was used for the exhaustion process due to its ability 

to process beakers of relatively small volumes (200 mL). Three solutions were prepared at 0.5% 

concentration of PNIPAm:water, and three solutions were prepared with 100% water. Samples 

were run in the Nuance machine for 20 minutes at 25 oC. Samples were dried in a convection oven 

at 45 oC for 1 hour.  
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Finishing characteristics of samples are shown in Table 2.4. PNIPAm-finished samples 

were labeled as “E” while water-finished samples were labeled as “F”. 

 

Table 2.4. Finishing Characteristics of Samples in PoC2 

Sample 

Code  

PNIPAm 

Concentration 

PNIPAm 

Weight (g) 

Initial 

Weight 

(g) 

Wet 

Weight 

(g) 

Final 

Weight 

(g) 

WPU 

(%) 

Add-

on 

(%) 

E1 0.5 1 2.18 6.11 2.24 180 2.75 

E2 0.5 1 2.14 5.50 2.19 157 2.34 

E3 0.5 1 2.16 5.62 2.18 160 0.93 

F1 0 0 2.16 6.15 2.20 185 1.85 

F2 0 0 2.16 5.81 2.15 169 -0.46 

F3 0 0 2.16 5.86 2.18 171 0.93 

 

 

Fabric samples were analyzed using Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) to 

determine if any PNIPAm particles were present on the cotton fabric. FTIR analysis was conducted 

in the Department of Forest Biomaterials, College of Natural Resources.  

Thermal resistance was tested using the same KES apparatus and methodology as PoC1. 

Thermal resistance was also tested in the wet condition in addition to the dry condition for this 

experiment in hopes that moisture presence alongside a temperature increase would activate the 

coil-globule transition mechanism of PNIPAm. To incorporate moisture to the hot plate, a 

peristaltic pump was used to control water flow. Four glands to simulate human sweating pumped 

water at a rate of 0.077 mL/min/gland to a wettable and dimensionally stable membrane on the 

surface of the hot plate. This membrane was used to ensure water was uniformly distributed along 
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the surface of the fabric samples. Additionally, TPACC reported basis weight according to ASTM 

D 3776 using the small swatch option of 5” x 5” (12.7 cm x 12.7 cm) samples.  

 

 

2.7.3. Sample Preparation and Testing for PoC3 

In PoC3, MC and HPC were used in addition to NH2PNIPAm to offer comparisons in 

testing and finishing methodology. For thermal responsiveness, MC and HPC show LCSTs in the 

range of 40-50 oC. The following finishing aqueous suspensions were prepared:  

(i) TEMPO-Cellulose Nanofibrils (CNFs) with a surface charge density of 1.2 mmol of 

carboxyl group per gram of cellulose was combined with NH2PNIPAm at a 1:1 molar ratio.  

(ii) Hydroxypropyl cellulose (HPC) was mixed with CNFs at a 60:40 w% in water at a 1% 

wt/volume concentration.  

(iii) Methylcellulose (MC) was mixed with CNFs at a 40:60 w% in water at a 1% 

wt/volume concentration.  

A pad finishing process was conducted with a small pad machine made by W. Mathis AG. 

The pad machine consisted of two 20” metal rolls with an adjustable squeeze pressure and 

rotational speed. Six samples were cut for each of the three polymer finishes along with six samples 

for the solution with 100% water (as control samples). Each sample was cut at 13 cm x 13 cm. 

Three samples were designated for hot plate testing according to the KES while the other three 

samples were designated for moisture vapor transmission testing (MVTR) according to ASTM 

E96-80. Roll squeeze pressure and speed were adjusted as scrap swatches were finished and 

weighed to a WPU of about 60-80%. This WPU range was achieved with a total roll squeeze 

pressure of 0.75 bar and speed of 1.6 m/min. Wet Pickup (WPU) and % add-on were calculated 

using Equations 2.14 and 2.15.  
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𝑊𝑃𝑈 =  
𝑤𝑒𝑡 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡−𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
 × 100           (2.14) 

% 𝑎𝑑𝑑 − 𝑜𝑛 =  
𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡−𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
 × 100              (2.15) 

 

For the padding of each solution, about 200-300 mL of solution was poured into the space 

between rolls. Samples were run once through the rolls and weighed before being immediately 

placed into a convection oven at 50 oC for one hour. Table 2.5 displays the average values for 

finishing characteristics of the fabric samples used for this process. 

 

Table 2.5. Fabric Characteristics During Finishing for PoC3 

Sample 

Code 

Finishing 

Solutions/Suspensions 

Average 

Dry 

Weight 

(g) 

Average 

Wet 

Weight 

(g) 

Average 

Final 

Weight 

(g) 

Average 

WPU 

(%) 

Average 

Add-On 

(%) 

P NH2PNIPAm-CNFs 6.37 10.33 6.39 62.06 0.18 

M MC-CNFs 6.31 10.33 6.36 63.79 0.79 

H HPC-CNFs 6.24 10.25 6.28 64.41 0.67 

W Water 6.21 10.21 6.19 64.56 -0.29 

 

 

Fabric samples in PoC3 were separated in two groups of three samples each. The first group 

was to be tested for thermal resistance in wet conditions while the other group was to be tested for 

MVTR. It was decided that it would not be worth testing thermal resistance properties until the 

porosity properties of the finished samples was understood. Therefore, all four sample groups were 

submitted to TPACC to be tested for moisture vapor transmission rate (MVTR) using a 

methodology similar to ASTM E96-80. The switch to testing MVTR from thermal resistance was 

due to the hypothesis that MVTR would reflect porosity changes more strongly than thermal 
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resistance. The apparatus used for this test method consisted of several cylindrical dishes situated 

in a revolving turntable. The dishes were 82 mm in diameter and 19 mm deep with a sealant 

material on the rim of the dishes to prevent lateral moisture vapor leakage. Water was put into the 

dishes, and fabrics were placed on top of the sealant. The turntable was automatically rotated at 2 

m/min to allow for uniform exposure to the environmental conditions. After a 2 hour stabilization 

period, dish weights were recorded. Weights were recorded again after 24 hours to record the 

difference in water content within the dishes. This weight difference was reported as a rate of 

moisture permeation through the fabric samples during the 24 hour period.  

 Samples were also characterized using optical microscopy in the NC State Wilson College 

of Textiles Microscopy Lab. Swatches were placed under the microscope, and images were taken 

at 50x magnification. Three images were taken for each fabric sample at random positions.  

 

2.7.4. Sample Preparation and Testing for PoC4 

The original scope of the PoC4 experiment required that two different fabric types were 

finished with each solution. Therefore, sample S40L was chosen alongside POC due to its diversity 

in weave type, manufacturing origin, and low value of Russell’s tightness. Thirty-two fabric 

samples were prepared using fabric samples S40L and POC from Table 2.1 and Table 2.3, 

respectively. For each fabric sample, 4 samples were finished with water as control samples and 4 

were to be finished with each polymer solution. All 32 fabric samples were labeled, measured, and 

cut at 12” x 12” (30.5 cm x 30.5 cm) before being conditioned at standard atmospheric conditions. 

Before finishing, marks were made on samples to test dimensional changes according to the 

procedure of AATCC 150. Three marks in the warp and weft directions were made 10” (25.4 cm) 

apart. 
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 Fabrics were weighed before going through the pad finishing process. Roll speed was set 

to 1.9 m/min and total roll squeeze pressure was set to 0.6 bar to attain a slightly higher WPU than 

in PoC3. After the samples were finished and weighed, they were put in a convection oven at 70 

oC for 45 minutes. These drying conditions were set based on the methodology conducted by 

Lavric et al. [30]. Samples were wrinkled after removal from the convection oven. A handheld 

iron was avoided due to the possibility that remove the polymer from the fabric substrate. Instead, 

fabrics were left in a stack at standard atmospheric conditions for 3 days before being weighed 

again for final fabric weight. Natural fabric relaxation resulted in the removal of wrinkles sufficient 

enough for testing.  Sample characteristics during finishing are shown in Table 2.6.  

 

Table 2.6. Fabric Characteristics During Finishing Process for PoC4 

Sample 

Code 

Finishing 

Solution/ 

Suspension 

Fabric 

Used 

Average 

Initial 

(dry) 

Weight 

(g) 

Average 

Wet 

Weight 

(g) 

Average 

Final 

Weight 

(g) 

Average 

WPU 

(%) 

Average 

Add-On 

(%) 

PA NH2PNIPAm-

CNFs 

POC 12.98 21.21 13.07 63.38 0.71 

PB NH2PNIPAm-

CNFs 

S40L 12.05 25.14 12.24 108.63 1.55 

HPCA HPC-CNFs POC 13.10 21.53 13.29 64.34 1.43 

HPCB HPC-CNFs S40L 12.08 25.19 12.30 108.50 1.79 

MCA MC-CNFs POC 12.99 21.59 13.18 66.20 1.43 

MCB MC-CNFs S40L 12.16 25.67 12.36 111.19 1.64 

WA Water POC 13.22 22.26 13.22 68.45 0.00 

WB Water S40L 12.51 27.01 12.52 115.83 0.05 
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Testing for the PoC4 consisted of testing air permeability and thickness at three different 

moisture and temperature conditions: dry at room temperature, wet at room temperature, and wet 

at high temperature. Air permeability and thickness were tested for both the water-finished 

(control) and NH2PNIPAm-CNFs-finished samples using the same procedures previously 

described in sections 2.5.2.2 and 2.6.2. Only the S40L samples finished with NH2PNIPAm-CNFs 

were tested for air permeability and thickness.  

Fabrics were put through the testing process at the three different conditions one at a time. 

The ambient air temperature was 22 oC with a RH of 65%. Air permeability was tested with one 

major modification: due to the limited number of samples, one fabric sample was used for all 10 

air permeability iterations where the sample was moved and repositioned for each iteration. Fabrics 

were first tested for air permeability and thickness while dry at room temperature. Total fabric 

weight was also taken. Fabric samples were then clipped to a hanger and sprayed with 18 mL of 

water from a distance of about 25 cm. The amount of water added to the fabric was calculated 

using Equation 2.16. Equation 2.16 was derived from literature as shown in Appendix A.  

𝑉𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 𝑊𝑡𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑟(𝑔)  × 3.5 𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 𝑥 3.5 𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 𝑥 
1000 𝑚𝐿

𝐿
          (2.16) 

 Fabrics were left to hang dry for 20 minutes before being weighed again and tested for 

air permeability and thickness. Immediately afterwards, fabrics were re-clipped to the hanger and 

held in front of an infrared (IR) lamp at a distance of about 8-10 cm to heat the fabric. The IR 

lamp is shown in Figure 2.3.  
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Figure 2.3. IR lamp used for heating fabric samples. 

 

 

 

While being held in front of the lamp, fabric temperature measurements were taken with a 

Fluke 574 infrared thermometer. The fabric was heated to a temperature range of 35-55 oC for 5 

minutes. Air permeability and thickness were conducted again immediately after heating, and the 

fabric was weighed. 

 

2.8. Statistical Analysis  

 Microsoft Excel and JMP (developed by SAS Institute) were used to find and visualize 

potential relationships between fabric parameters and measured fabric properties. Simple linear 

regression was used for data analysis. JMP was used as well due to its ease in creating multiple 

scatterplots simultaneously for comparisons in data trends. The use of JMP also allowed for a 

fluent navigation of data to get a preliminary idea of potential outliers, variations, and trends in 
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data sets. The Fit Y by X function was used in JMP to create scatterplots and determine linear 

regression correlations. In Microsoft Excel, pivot charts were used to develop box plots and 

histograms for data visualization. Scatterplots were also developed in Microsoft Excel to 

determine linear regression correlations.  
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CHAPTER 3: Results and Discussion 

3.1. Fiber Microscopy  

Microscopy for fibers from a few fabric samples is shown in Figure 3.1. Images were taken 

at 40 times magnification to confirm that fabric samples were 100% cotton.  

 

 

 
Figure 3.1. Microscopy of fabric fibers at 50x magnification with 50 µm scale bars for a) P60L 

b) P40L c) P60H and d) S60H samples. 

 

 

 

While only a few fiber images are shown in Figure 3.1, each yarn showed a fiber makeup 

with characteristics of cotton. The convolutions of each fiber along with the indentation along the 

axial center signifies a shape unique to cotton.  

a  

d  c  

b  
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3.2. Changes in Fabric Tightness during Process Steps 

The measured EPI and PPI along with values for Russell’s fabric tightness is seen in 

Table 3.1 and Table 3.2. Samples are labeled according to weave type (P for plain, S for 5-H 

satin, and T for 2x1 twill), yarn count (40 Ne (14.76 tex) and 60 Ne (9.84 tex)), and tightness (L 

for low, H for high). 

 

 

Table 3.1. Thread Density Descriptions for Greige Fabrics 

Sample 

Code 

Measured EPI 

(ends/inch) 

Measured PPI 

(picks/inch) 

Russell’s Fabric 

Tightness 

P40L 150 65 1.23 

P40H 128 87 1.23 

P60L 154 94 1.14 

P60H 158 126 1.31 

S40L 129 73 0.81 

S40H 172 73 0.98 

S60L 190 83 0.88 

S60H 214 115 1.06 

T40L 126 79 0.97 

T40H 155 82 1.13 
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Table 3.2. Thread Density Descriptions for Washed Fabrics 

Sample Code 
Measured EPI 

(ends/inch) 

Measured PPI 

(picks/inch) 

Russell’s Fabric 

Tightness 

P40L 151 84 1.33 

P40H 141 116 1.45 

P60L 156 100 1.18 

P60H 185 144 1.52 

S40L 144 78 0.88 

S40H 187 74 1.03 

S60L 220 96 1.02 

S60H 219 132 1.13 

T40L 126 83 0.98 

T40H 159 79 1.12 

 

 

For every fabric, the measured thread densities were higher than the thread densities 

reported by the manufacturers. Thread densities provided by the manufacturers are based on loom 

settings designated to weave at those specified thread densities. Fabrics were expected to shrink 

upon removal from the loom due to the release of warp and weft tension. Washing, scouring, and 

other post-industrial processing could also shrink fabrics. As a result, the thread densities of each 

fabric as received would be expected to be higher than predictions based on the manufacturers’ 

specifications.  

Once received, washing fabrics caused tightness to increase as a result of fabric shrinkages 

that caused increase in thread densities. The tightness increase, shown in Table 3.2 was a result of 

fabric shrinkage caused from fiber/yarn swelling (characteristics of cotton when wetted) and heat 

in washing and drying that causes more fabric relaxation compared to loom state. Generally, yarn 
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spinning and weaving forces stretch the naturally crimped cotton fiber. In this study, the addition 

of heat caused the fabrics to shrink in an attempt for their fibers to contract to their natural shape. 

Fabric samples with their respective tightness values during different steps of processing is shown 

in Figure 3.2. 

 

 

 
Figure 3.2. Russell’s tightness values for fabric samples during sample preparation. 

 

 

In comparing the plain woven fabrics using 40 Ne yarns, both fabrics showed equal values 

of tightness in the greige state regardless of having different thread densities. This similarity in 

thread density can be attributed to the equal fabric thread count of 215. Sample P40H was reported 

to have a smaller thread count by the manufacturer, but after washing, sample P40H had a higher 

increase in EPI and PPI than sample P40L. As a result, sample P40H showed a higher washed 

tightness than sample P40L due to the difference in the fabric thread count (257 for P40H and 235 

for P40L). The higher warp density of P40L did not allow for more shrinkage of fabric. Even 
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though both samples were sourced from company 1, the difference in thread density changes 

suggests that sample P40H was not put through the same processing events as sample P40L. 

Therefore, sample P40H showed a higher increase in EPI and PPI after being subjected to a 

laundering process.  

 

3.3. Dimensional Changes after Laundering 

Dimensional changes after laundering and basis weight measurements for both greige and 

washed samples are shown in Table 3.3. For dimensional changes, negative values represent fabric 

expansion while positive numbers represent fabric shrinkage. Negative and positive values for 

change in basis weight follow the same scheme where positive changes represent losses in basis 

weights and negative changes represent gains in basis weights.  

 

Table 3.3. Fabric Sample Dimensional and Basis Weight Changes 

Sample Greige 

Basis 

Weight 

(g/m2) 

Avg. Final 

Basis 

Weight 

(g/m2) 

Change in 

Basis 

Weight (%) 

Warp 

Dimensional 

Changes (%) 

Weft 

Dimensional 

Changes (%) 

P40L 125.72 128.63 -2.31 0.7 22.6 

P40H 144.67 140.81 2.67 9.2 25.0 

P60L 103.33 99.01 4.18 1.3 6.0 

P60H 120.56 117.79 2.29 14.6 12.5 

S40L 130.89 129.16 1.32 10.4 6.4 

S40H 148.11 147.88 0.16 8.0 1.4 

S60L 117.11 109.64 6.38 13.6 13.5 

S60H 132.61 128.47 3.12 2.3 12.9 
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Table 3.3. (continued) 

T40L 132.61 130.11 1.89 0.0 4.8 

T40H 137.78 136.36 1.03 2.5 -3.8 

 

 

Basis weight decreased after laundering for every fabric sample except P40L. A loss in 

basis weight suggests that residual sizing chemicals from manufacturing were washed away during 

laundering. Fiber shedding could also be a cause of basis weight reduction. The fact that sample 

P40L gained basis weight after laundering adds strength to the idea that this sample was processed 

dissimilarly to sample P40H. Extra laundering processes could have been performed that removed 

size, fiber finish, or loose fibers from the fabric before the sample was received. As a result, its 

gain in basis weight was likely due to the increase in tightness after washing. Excluding the P40 

samples, it can be seen that fabrics with higher tightness had larger changes in basis weight after 

laundering. It is possible that fabrics with less tightness had greater interstitial space for residual 

chemicals to become lodged as opposed to tighter fabrics that would primarily house residual 

chemicals on the fabric surface. Different sample sizes were used for measuring basis weight 

before and after washing which could be a source of variation.  

 

3.4. Fabric Characterization  

Characterization data related to fabric dimensions is shown in Table 3.4. It is assumed that 

characterization data taken for each sample is representative of the entire corresponding fabric.  
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Table 3.4. Physical Fabric Characteristics 

Sample 

Code 

Avg. Basis 

Weight 

(g/m2) 

Avg. 

Thickness 

(mm) 

Avg. Warp Twist 

Density (turns/inch)  

Avg. Warp 

Crimp (%) 

Avg. Weft 

Crimp (%) 

P40L 128.63 0.26 28.15 10.5 11 

P40H 140.81 0.24 26.64 11.88 13.13 

P60L 99.01 0.2 35.22 7.5 15.25 

P60H 117.79 0.28 35.89 15.25 4 

S40L 129.16 0.42 28.1 6.88 13 

S40H 147.88 0.34 25.58 4 7.75 

S60L 109.64 0.24 29.16 3 5.88 

S60H 128.47 0.28 36.51 4.75 13 

T40L 130.11 0.34 26.57 11.56 10.81 

T40H 136.36 0.28 25.18 7.88 9.02 

 

 

 

The plain woven samples generally showed smaller thicknesses due to the high number of 

interlacings that restricted yarns from ballooning away from the fabric structure. Unlike plain 

woven fabrics, satin woven fabrics have float yarns that extend across multiple yarns instead of 

being pulled under and over each perpendicular yarn. The greater weave factor of satin fabrics 

gives yarns more freedom to move around, and this freedom results in satin fabrics having looser 

fabric constructions than plain fabrics (i.e. less yarn stability). Greater fabric volume would be 

expected with these looser constructions. 
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3.4.1. Relationships between Fabric Tightness and Fabric Density 

Using the expectation that increasing tightness would affect both thickness and basis 

weight, fabric density was calculated using Equation 3.1.  

𝐹𝑎𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑐 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 
𝑔

𝑚𝑚3 = 𝑓𝑎𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑐 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 (𝑚𝑚) × 𝑓𝑎𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑐 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑠 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 (
𝑔

𝑚𝑚2)    (3.1) 

The relationship between fabric tightness and fabric density can be seen in Figure 3.3.  

 

 
Figure 3.3. Relationship between fabric tightness and fabric density. Sample P60H is circled in 

green. 

 

 

 

It can be seen that the correlation between fabric density and fabric tightness is moderately 

strong where increasing tightness tends to increase fabric density. A 2nd degree polynomial trend 

is shown instead of a linear trend due to the influence of sample P60H. During the measurement 

of thread density, it was found that sample P60H had 2-ply yarn in the weft direction. Two ply 
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yarns have less density due to the free space between plies. Therefore, using two 120 Ne yarns 

instead of one 60 Ne yarn in the weft direction could explain the unusually low density seen in 

sample P60H.  

 

3.5. Air Permeability  

Air permeability measurements are shown for each sample in Table 3.6. Results are 

displayed for measurement averages alongside calculations of data ranges and coefficients of 

variation.  

 

 

Table 3.5. Air Permeability Measurements  

Sample Average Air 

Permeability 

(ft3/min/ft2) 

Air Permeability 

Range (ft3/min/ft2) 

Air Permeability 

Coefficient of Variation 

(%) 

P40L 17.26 1.9 2.78 

P40H 9.447 0.84 3.99 

P60L 50.73 7.1 4.89 

P60H 32.71 6.4 5.24 

S40L 74.05 8.1 3.88 

S40H 70.91 19.4 7.96 

S60L 76.74 6.5 3.26 

S60H 22.38 4.4 6.25 

T40L 32.64 4.2 3.77 

T40H 19.53 3.5 5.47 
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Table 3.5 shows that the variation in air permeability is highly different between fabric 

samples. Sample S40H is shown to have a significantly higher variation than every other sample 

while sample P40L shows a much lower level of variation. Visual distributions for air permeability 

measurements are shown in Figure 3.4.  

 

 
Figure 3.4. Distributions of air permeability values sorted by fabric samples. 

 

 

Referencing Figure 3.4, several trends can initially be spotted for the air permeabilities of 

the fabric samples. Firstly, the air permeabilities between weave types are somewhat grouped 

where the woven satin samples showed higher values of air permeability than plain and twill 

samples. Increasing yarn count can also be seen to correlate with higher values of air permeability 
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between sample pairs of the same weave type and yarn count. Between these pairs it can also be 

seen that fabrics with higher values of tightness displayed lower values of air permeability. Aside 

from the variance seen by sample S40L, an outlier to these trends can be seen in sample S60H. 

The trend for air permeability and tightness is the same for sample S60H as other sample pairs 

where it displayed a lower value of air permeability than its counterpart, S60L. However, the air 

permeability of sample S60H was much lower than the other satin samples where it displayed an 

air permeability in the realm of plain and twill samples.  

 

3.5.1. Relationship between Fabric Tightness and Air Permeability 

It was originally hypothesized that increasing fabric tightness would increase air 

permeability for each sample, regardless of other fabric characteristics. This expectation was based 

on the idea that tightness would represent the openness of the fabric structure. A greater amount 

of fabric openness was expected to create better channels for air to move through the fabric. 

Russell’s tightness is plotted against air permeability in Figure 3.5.  
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Figure 3.5. Correlation between average fabric tightness and air permeability, labeled by sample. 

 

 

It can be seen in Figure 3.5 that air permeability tends to decrease as Russell’s tightness 

increases (r2 = -0.42). As Russell’s tightness increases, there is less inter-yarn spacing for air to 

pass. However, there are some key points that should be made from Figure 3.5 to show that inter-

yarn spacing is affected by more than fabric tightness.  

Figure 3.5 shows that there are multiple cases of different air permeabilities among samples 

with similar values of Russell’s tightness. For example, sample T40L has a similar tightness to 

samples S60L and S40H but shows a much different air permeability. Groupings of samples by 

weave type can also be seen in Figure 3.5 where the satin samples display the highest air 

permeabilities with the exception of S60H. Sample S60H was also the only sample woven with a 
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high yarn count to fall below the trend line in Figure 3.5. These observations show that fabric 

tightness does not individually describe air permeability. Describing inter-yarn porosity as it 

relates to air permeability must involve the consideration of other fabric parameters alongside 

tightness.  

 

3.5.2. Relationship between Fabric Density and Air Permeability  

Fabric dimensions can also be analyzed to explain the relationship between tightness and 

air permeability. However, the individual analyses of basis weight and thickness do not give strong 

relationships to air permeability because each property describes fabric in two-dimensions; air 

permeability describes air movement through fabric at a three-dimensional level. Therefore, fabric 

density is displayed in Figure 3.6 as a method of comparison between fabric density and air 

permeability.  
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Figure 3.6. Relationship between fabric density and air permeability. 

 

 

Figure 3.6 shows a weak negative correlation between air permeability and fabric density 

(r2 = 0.34). As fabric density increases, air permeability tends to decrease. High fabric densities 

are loosely correlated to low air permeability due to the high amount of fibrous material inhibiting 

airflow. However, there are a few cases of fabrics with similar densities having much different air 

permeabilities with no consistent distinctions to describe these differences. Therefore, further 

structural parameters must be used alongside fabric density to fully describe the air permeability 

of fabric.  
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3.5.3. Fabric Design Considerations to Effect Air Permeability  

Air permeability is reliant on pores within a fabric where larger pores will allow for greater 

air passage while smaller pores allow for slower airflow. The largest pores in a fabric are seen 

between yarns while smaller pores exist between fibers within yarns. Higher thread densities can 

be achieved with smaller yarn diameters because the small yarns can fit into tight spaces more 

easily than thicker yarns. Therefore, the same value of Russell’s tightness can be seen for two 

different fabrics with yarns of different diameters where the fabric with thinner yarns will have a 

much higher thread density. For air permeability, higher thread densities in fabrics lead to more 

inter-yarn pores whereas lower thread densities at the same tightness rely more heavily on inter-

fiber porosity for air movement.  

Alone, analyzing the effect of yarn diameter on fabric air permeability does not lead to 

significant conclusions. Weave factor has to be considered alongside yarn diameter due to the 

effect of crossover points at interlacings. For fabrics with small weave factors there are a high 

amount of crossover points due to a high number of interlacings. These crossover points 

dramatically increase the amount of fibrous material blocking airflow since air has to travel 

through both the warp and weft yarns. For satin fabrics, the absence of interlacings at every thread 

allows air to travel more easily between yarns. In fabrics with small weave factors, yarns are locked 

into place by interlacings which creates a stable fabric structure. The greater freedom for lateral 

yarn movement in fabrics with large weave factors (e.g. 5-H satins) allows for air to pass between 

yarns instead of trying to be forced through yarns (between fibers) at crossover points.  

Figure 3.6 also highlights the differences in air permeability related to tightness between 

each duo (e.g. S60L and S60H) of samples sharing a weave type and yarn count. Each duo shares 

a theoretical value of tmax where the controlled difference between each fabric is the distinction 
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between high tightness and low tightness. The difference in air permeability within each duo 

sharing a value of theoretical tmax is relatively similar where the samples with higher tightness 

consistently show lower air permeability. An exception to this variation exists for the S60 samples 

where a large difference exists between the air permeability of sample S60L and S60H. The reason 

for this difference is rooted in the fact that several aspects of variability exist in fabrics. The fabrics 

used in this study were sourced differently, leading to variation in fiber, yarn, and weaving 

characteristics. While there are limits in determining the exact source of this variation there is 

importance in the fact that a high value of tightness in sample S60H is correlated to a low air 

permeability. The tightness of S60H is higher than any other 5-H satin sample due to high thread 

densities in both the warp and weft directions. It is likely that sample S60H exhibits similar air 

permeability as the plain and twill samples because its constituent yarns are squeezed tightly 

together. As a result, S60H should have a highly stable structure due to its (relatively) unusually 

high thread density. Unlike the other 5-H satin samples, there is a lack of spacing between yarns 

in sample S60H for air to move through. Also, sample S60H also has a higher twist density than 

every other 5-H satin sample. This high twist density adds to the impermeability of sample S60H 

since inter-fiber porosity is relatively low. Therefore, it is likely that sample S60H shows a low air 

permeability because it has a stable structure with low inter-fiber and inter-yarn porosity.  

From the analysis of air permeability, it can be concluded that air permeability increases 

with fabrics having greater amounts of inter-yarn porosity. In designing fabrics for thermal 

comfort, weave type, thread density, and yarn count should be considered in combination due to 

the effects that these properties have on yarn spacing and stability. Fabrics with high Russell’s 

tightness, small weave factors, and large yarn diameters exhibit structures that rely on inter-fiber 

porosity for air permeability. Conversely, fabrics with low Russell’s tightness, large weave factors, 
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and small yarn diameters form fabric structures that allow for a greater passage of air between 

yarns. At high tightness, there is emphasis on fabric density and yarn twist because reduced inter-

yarn spacing increases the desire for air to move through yarn cross-sections. Greater fabric 

densities and yarn twists create reductions in inter-fiber porosity that act to strongly inhibit airflow 

through fabrics. For thermal comfort involving warm conditions, fabrics should be designed with 

more inter-yarn porosity to encourage air movement between yarns rather than through their fiber 

entanglements. Fabrics with less inter-yarn porosity should be developed for thermal comfort 

applications involving cold conditions.  

 

3.6. Heat and Moisture Vapor Transfer 

Quantitative results for dry and wet heat transfer in the form of thermal resistance (Rct), 

evaporative resistance (Ret
A), total heat loss (Qt), and clo (It) are displayed in Table 3.6. Results 

for intrinsic thermal resistance (Rcf) and intrinsic evaporative resistance (Ref
A) are also displayed 

in Table 3.6.  

 

 

Table 3.6. Average Dry and Wet Heat Transfer Results 

Sample 

Code 

Average Total 

Thermal 

Resistance 

(Rct) 

[(ΔoC)(m2)/W] 

Avg. Intrinsic 

Thermal 

Resistance 

(Rcf) 

[(ΔoC)(m2)/W]  

Avg. Apparent 

Total 

Evaporative 

Resistance 

(Ret
A) 

[(ΔkPa)(m2)/W] 

Avg. Apparent 

Intrinsic 

Evaporative 

Resistance 

(Ref
A) 

[(ΔkPa)(m2)/W] 

Avg. 

Total 

Heat 

Loss 

(Qt) 

[W/m2] 

Avg. 

Clo 

Value 

(It) 

[clo] 

P40L 0.080 0.005 0.00750 0.00165 914.59 0.518 

P40H 0.084 0.009 0.00762 0.00177 882.6 0.541 

P60L 0.085 0.010 0.00721 0.00135 937.95 0.545 

P60H 0.083 0.008 0.00826 0.00241 812.82 0.536 
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Table 3.6. (continued) 

S40L 0.091 0.016 0.00876 0.00290 737.01 0.586 

S40H 0.087 0.012 0.00850 0.00264 772.86 0.563 

S60L 0.082 0.007 0.00768 0.00182 885.29 0.526 

S60H 0.082 0.007 0.00784 0.00198 864.51 0.528 

T40L 0.089 0.014 0.00825 0.00240 791.73 0.572 

T40H 0.086 0.011 0.00811 0.00225 815.70 0.557 

 

 

Rcf and Ref
A are left out of the analysis of heat transfer properties since they have a direct 

relationship between Rct and Ret
A. The difference between the two descriptors is that Rct and Ret

A 

include the air layer which makes their analysis more transferrable to garment application. In 

addition, both sets of data have a direct relationship tied together by the bare plate resistance. Clo 

and Rct are both representations of thermal insulation, so the analysis of both properties would be 

redundant. Therefore, clo was excluded from this analysis as well. For analysis of thermal 

insulation, Rct is analyzed because its units are more comparable to Ret
A and Qt than clo.  

It should be noted that the analysis of these heat transfer properties from a hot plate is not 

necessarily transferable to clothing. Clothing systems are complex, and thermal comfort in these 

systems has reliance on garment fit, metabolic activity, and wear environment, and other material-

related factors. Even so, measurements from a hot plate offer data that can help understand the 

heat transfer properties of a fabric at a fundamental level.  

 

3.6.1. Thermal Resistance  

The average values for Rct are shown in Figure 3.7. Samples are arranged along the x-axis 

in order of weave type, yarn count, and tightness.  
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Figure 3.7. Average Rct displayed for each fabric sample.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.7 shows that decreasing fabric tightness between samples of the same weave type 

and yarn count generally results in higher Rct. Exceptions to this correlation can be seen in the P40 

and S60 samples. The S60 samples showed no significant difference in Rct. The P40 samples 

showed a decrease in Rct with a decrease in fabric tightness. A large difference in Rct exists between 

the S40 samples and the S60 samples.  

Unlike air movement, heat movement through fabrics (in the form of conduction) is mainly 

done through both fibrous material and air pockets. Air and fiber have much different values of 

thermal conductivity where conductive heat transfer is quicker through fibrous material than air. 

Therefore, it was hypothesized that fabrics with a greater amount of fibrous material would have 

lower values of Rct.  
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Whether it be through the conduction of air or fiber, heat movement through thick fabric 

has a larger distance to travel than it does in thin fabric. Thickness is applicable as a factor in Rct 

because conduction is not limited to air pockets as a mode of heat transfer; conduction through 

fibrous material occurs as well. The relationship between fabric thickness and Rct is displayed in 

Figure 3.8. 

 

 
Figure 3.8. Relationship between fabric thickness and Rct. 

 

 

Figure 3.8 displays that a moderately strong positive relationship exists between fabric 

thickness and Rct (r
2 = 0.59). In designing fabrics for thermal comfort, the importance of yarn count 

can be highlighted in this relationship. Thickness has a greater importance than basis weight in the 

analysis of Rct since heat is measured transversely through the fabric rather than laterally across 

its surface. However, thickness does not necessarily consider the amount of fibrous material 
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between the top and bottom surfaces of the fabric. Fabric density offers a description of the extent 

of fiber density within a fabric which is important in understanding how much of a fabric’s 

thickness comes from air pockets rather than fibrous material. The relationship between fabric 

density and Rct is displayed in Figure 3.9.  

 

 

 
Figure 3.9. Relationship between Rct and fabric density. 

 

 

 

It can be seen in Figure 3.9 that a moderate negative correlation (r2 = 0.40) exists between 

fabric density and Rct. Fabric samples with higher fabric density are assumed to have a greater 

ratio of fiber to air in their volumes since fiber has a higher weight than air. Low fabric densities 

exhibit a correlation with high Rct values because conductive heat transfer is slower through air. 

Conversely, fabrics with high fabric densities show low values of Rct where conduction through 

fiber can occur quickly.  

Rct has a slightly stronger correlation with fabric thickness than fabric density which 

suggests that the fabric samples in this study did not have a high extent of air entrapment within 
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their structures. Also, the range of fabric thicknesses between samples is much higher than the 

range of fabric densities. For these fabric samples, thickness offers a stronger indicator of Rct where 

the distance across which conduction occurs is highly important. Therefore, the large difference in 

Rct between the S40 and S60 samples is most likely due to the significant differences in thickness 

between the sample groups.  

Russell’s tightness should also be considered in analyzing Rct due to the effects of tightness 

on fabric thickness and thread interaction. The relationship between Russell’s tightness and Rct is 

shown in Figure 3.10.  

 

 

 
Figure 3.10. Relationship between Rct and Russell’s tightness. 
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Shown in Figure 3.10 is a weak negative correlation between Russell’s tightness and Rct 

(r2 = 0.37). This relationship suggests that fabrics with greater tightness have lower Rct. This 

correlation is likely a factor of the relationships between fabric tightness and fabric thickness as 

well as fabric density. Russell’s tightness should still be considered in its correlation with Rct 

because of its impact on the interaction between yarns in a fabric structure. Increasing fabric 

tightness increases the extent at which yarns are compressed together. This compression adds 

greater interaction between yarns and between fibers within yarns that enhances the contact area 

for conduction through the cotton fibers. Additionally, increasing Russell’s tightness reduces the 

free space between yarns. Essentially, fabric with high tightness is correlated to lower Rct due to 

the high level of conduction through increased fiber contact area and reduced fabric thickness.  

 

3.6.2. Evaporative Resistance  

Ret
A is the resistance to moisture movement from a saturated surface to an unsaturated 

surface. The use of a hotplate in ASTM F 1868 acts as a model for a sweating skin where a low 

value of Ret
A represents a low resistance to vapor permeation for applications involving warm 

environments. A graphical representation of Ret
A for each sample is shown in Figure 3.11.  
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Figure 3.11. Average values of Ret

A for fabric samples. 

 

As seen in Figure 3.11, Ret
A tends to slightly decrease directly with tightness between 

sample groups of the same weave type and yarn count. Exceptions to this tendency can be seen 

with the S40 samples and the T40 samples where an increase in fabric tightness between sample 

groups resulted in lower values of Ret
A.  

Moisture seeks open space to move along capillary paths unless it is absorbed into the 

hydrophilic structure of cotton fiber. Similar to dry heat transfer, wet heat transfer in cotton fabric 

can occur through both air channels (capillary action along surfaces) and fiber cross-sections (fiber 

absorption). Contrary to heat transfer, the rate of moisture transfer is quicker through air channels 

as opposed to through fibers. Regardless, the utilization of both fiber and air as methods of 

transport created the initial hypothesis that fabric thickness would have an effect on Ret
A. 

Therefore, Ret
A is displayed as a function of fabric thickness in Figure 3.12.  
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Figure 3.12. Relationship between fabric thickness and Ret

A. 

 

 

 

It can be seen in Figure 3.12 that a strong positive correlation exists between fabric 

thickness and Ret
A (r-squared = 0.80). Similar to the relationship between Rct and thickness, 

resistance to evaporative transfer has a strong correlation where thicker fabrics offer greater values 

of Ret
A. Thickness is highly correlated with Ret

A because moisture is able to travel through fibers 

as well as air gaps. However, the importance of thickness increases when moisture is added to the 

system because of the slow rate in which moisture passes through fabric. Moisture relies on 

navigation into open fabric pores alongside absorption into and through fibers. This navigation 

process leads to relatively slow moisture transfer. Fabric thickness reflects this slow rate of 

moisture transfer in its correlation with Ret
A. To consider the density of the fabric, Figure 3.13 

displays correlations between fabric density and Ret
A.  
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Figure 3.13. Relationship between Ret

A and fabric density. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.13 shows that Ret
A decreases with increasing fabric density. A greater amount of 

fiber per unit volume of fabric is shown to cause resistance to moisture vapor transfer to decrease. 

This correlation can be explained by the movement of moisture along capillaries and through air 

gaps in the fabric structure. The distance at which moisture travels in open spaces is reliant on the 

size of the pores where smaller spaces lead to greater moisture movement. It would be expected 

that a fabric with higher fabric density would have smaller pores than a fabric with a low density 

due to the high level of yarn packing. It is likely that the moisture in the low density fabrics had 

the tendency to move slower between fibers or yarns due to the larger pore sizes while the smaller 

pores encouraged a higher amount of moisture transfer.  

It is interesting to note the relationship between fabric density and Ret
A as having a weaker 

correlation than thickness and Ret
A. The two fabric descriptors are related where increasing fabric 

thickness causes fabric density to decrease, and they work in cohesion to describe moisture transfer 
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through fabric. Since moisture moves different through fiber and air it would be expected that 

fabric density would give a clearer description of the relationship between Ret
A and fabric 

dimensions than thickness. Figure 3.14 displays the relationship between Ret
A and fabric tightness 

to further investigate the differences between Ret
A among samples.  

 

 

 
Figure 3.14. Relationship between Ret

A and Russell’s tightness. 

 

 

 

From Figure 3.14 it can be seen that a moderately strong 2nd degree polynomial trend exists 

between Ret
A and Russell’s tightness (r2 = 0.60). Unlike many other relationships between fabric 

descriptors and thermal comfort properties, the correlation between Russell’s tightness and Ret
A is 

nonlinear. At a point between tightness values of about 1.2 and 1.3, Ret
A ceases to decrease with 

increasing tightness and begins to increase. This dynamic relationship suggests that Ret
A may be 
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affected by Russell’s tightness differently at high levels of fabric tightness. However, it can be 

seen in Figure 3.15 that thickness increases with tightness once high levels of tightness are reached. 

  

 
Figure 3.15. Correlation between fabric tightness and fabric thickness. 

 

 

 

This relationship in Figure 3.15 is seen with the same two samples above 1.4 tightness that 

showed the unusual increase in Ret
A in Figure 3.14. It is more likely that the polynomial 

relationship between Russell’s tightness and Ret
A is a factor of this thickness increase rather than 

Russell’s tightness.  

When considering these conclusions in designing fabrics for thermal comfort, fabric 

thickness plays a strong role in applications involving sweat. Firstly, fabric thickness plays a 

significant role in Ret
A where thin fabrics should be designed for environments with high amounts 

of sweating and thick fabrics should be used for scenarios with less sweating. Therefore, the 
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influences of weave type and yarn count should also be considered where plain woven fabrics and 

thin yarns can be used to develop fabrics with low thicknesses. Tightness, up to high values of 

about 1.4, can also be used to decrease fabric thickness. A significant limitation of this study is 

that different levels of tightness and thickness were used between weave types. This limitation 

makes it difficult to separately relate yarn count and weave type to Ret
A. Additionally, the inherent 

variability between the fabric samples adds to this limitation.  

 

3.6.3. Total Heat Loss  

While fabric properties can be analyzed for both Rct and Ret
A individually, applications in 

garment forms typically involve both dry and wet conditions. Total heat loss (Qt) is a display of 

Rct and Ret
A in combination which makes its analysis more transferrable to thermal comfort than 

individual assessments of Rct and Ret
A. Even so, it should be recognized that Qt does not consider 

insulative air layers or garment fit. The measurement of Qt represents the maximum amount of 

heat that can be transferred through the fabric in the tested environmental conditions. The display 

of Qt among fabric samples is shown in Figure 3.16.  
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Figure 3.16. Distribution of average Qt among fabric samples. 

 

Investigating Figure 3.16 makes it difficult to clearly identify trends of Qt between each 

sample group. The T40 and S40 samples with less tightness appear to have less heat loss than their 

counterparts. The rest of the sample groups show increasing heat loss with decreasing tightness. 

This lack of clarity is expected due to the previously described importance of fabric thickness and 

density. However, it should be noted that the Qt trends among sample groups follows the exact 

same trend as Ret
A among sample groups. The same trends are seen within sample groups when 

investigating Rct as well except for the P60 fabrics. In Figure 3.10, decreasing tightness between 

P60 samples is shown to increase Rct. It can be seen in Figure 3.16 that sample P60L allowed for 

a greater amount of heat loss than sample P60H which counteracts the Rct data showing its 

superiority as an insulator.  
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This oddity suggests that moisture has a strong influence in the heat loss of a fabric. Due 

to the high value of thermal conductivity of water, it would be expected that adding water to a 

fabric would influence the rate at which it transfers heat.  

Because both dry and wet heat loss have been shown to have strong correlations to fabric 

thickness and density it would be expected that Qt would have a correlation with fabric thickness 

and density as well. The relationships between Qt and fabric thickness and density are shown in 

Figure 3.17.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.17. Relationship between Qt and a) fabric thickness and b) fabric density. 

 

Figure 3.17a shows a strong correlation between Qt and fabric thickness (r2 = 0.82) where 

Qt decreases as thickness increases. Also, shown in Figure 3.17b, increases in Qt can be correlated 

to higher fabric densities (r2 = 0.55). The correlations in Figure 3.17 suggest that thicker fabrics 

with less density will show less heat loss at high metabolic activity. As previously explained, the 

influence of air gaps within the fabric affects the rate at which heat can be traversed through the 

plane of the fabric by conduction. Greater fabric thicknesses also increase the distance required 

for both moisture and heat to travel through a fabric. Fabric density represents the relationship 

a b 
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between fiber concentration and fabric dimensions which plays a role in Qt due to the mechanisms 

in which moisture and heat travel. Compact fabric structures encourage moisture movement 

through capillaries while also increasing the rate at which heat moves between fibers through 

conduction. Distributions of Qt against Russell’s tightness is shown in Figure 3.18. 

 

 
Figure 3.18. Relationship between Qt and Russell’s tightness. 

 

 

 

It can be seen in Figure 3.18 that the relationships between Qt and fabric tightness does not 

deviate from the trends seen when looking at Ret
A. In this analysis, slight variances can be seen 

between Qt and Rct where the relationships involving Russell’s tightness for Qt do not align as 

strongly with the trends seen in the analysis of Rct. The effects of Russell’s tightness as it correlates 

to Rct are similar to its correlations to Ret
A and Qt, but the relationships are not as clearly defined 

when analyzing Rct alone. The analysis of Rct in Figure 3.10 displays Rct as a linear function of 

Russell’s tightness, but it can be seen that samples with tightness values above 1.4 fall above the 
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linear trendline. While this relationship is not polynomial, the high values of Rct for those values 

of tightness are a result of high fabric thicknesses and densities.  

After analyzing Rct, Ret
A, and Qt it can be said that fabric thickness plays the most 

significant role in fabric performance related to moisture vapor and heat transfer. Fabric density is 

also important due to its description of a fabric’s fiber to air makeup. Weave type, yarn count, and 

tightness do not individually explain the differences in fabric heat loss, but they can be used as 

methods of tuning fabric thickness and density to match thermal comfort applications.  

 

3.7. Polymer Finishing  

3.7.1. PoC1 

The effectiveness of the spray coating procedure for PoC1 was determined using KES hot 

plate testing for thermal resistance and thermal conductivity. The average thermal resistance and 

thermal conductivity is shown for each sample in Figure 3.19. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.19. Relationship between PNIPAm concentration and a) thermal resistance b) thermal 

conductivity. 

 

 

 

b a 
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It can be seen in Figure 3.19a that there is an increase in thermal resistance as PNIPAm 

concentration increases. However, this increase is incredibly small with a range of 0.002 m2Co/W. 

Since this increase is extremely small it is not possible to conclude the effects of the PNIPAm 

finish on thermal resistance. Figure 3.19b displays no clear trend between PNIPAm concentration 

and thermal conductivity. There is a small range in this data set as well. The absence of % add-on 

data does not allow for detailed discussion involving the effects of the PNIPAm finish on these 

heat transfer properties. It is likely that an immeasurably small amount of PNIPAm was finished 

to the cotton fabric using this methodology. The differences in thermal conductivity and resistance 

for different concentrations are most likely due to small dimensional variance between fabric 

samples. This variance could be enhanced due to the lack of laundering for these fabric 

samples. The lack of clarity in the results of PoC1 led to the realization that more study was 

required to determine the best finishing method of PNIPAm to cotton fabric.  

 

3.7.2. PoC2 

The two fabric samples developed in PoC2 were analyzed using FTIR spectroscopy. With 

one sample consisting of a PNIPAm finish and the other void of any polymer additives it was 

expected that differences would be seen at regions reflecting amide I and amide II bond stretching 

and bending. The chemical structure of PNIPAm is shown in Figure 3.20. 
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Figure 3.20. Chemical structure of PNIPAm from Sigma Aldrich.  

 

 

Figure 3.21 displays the C=O bond responsive for the amide I band as well as the N-H 

and C-N bonds responsible for the amide II band. The stretching and bending of these bonds can 

be seen in the FTIR spectroscopy for both fabric samples in Figure 3.21.  

 

 
Figure 3.21. FTIR spectroscopy of sample finished with PNIPAm and sample finished with 

water (control).   
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Figure 3.21 displays a difference in peak height between finished and unfinished samples 

at frequencies related to the stretching of amide I (about 1650 cm-1) and amide II (about 1550 cm-

1) bonds. These peaks are seen in the IR spectroscopy of PNIPAm as shown in Figure 3.22. 

However, the differences in peak heights at these frequencies between finished and unfinished 

samples do not suggest that chemical changes or bond formation were present during processing. 

Figure 3.22 displays the measured IR spectrums of a water-finished sample (control) and a 

PNIPAm-finished sample against an IR spectrum of PNIPAm in the solid (pellet) form sourced 

the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Chemistry WebBook [108].  

  

 

 
 Figure 3.22. IR spectrum of a) solid PNIPAm pellets [108] b) cotton fabric finished with 

PNIPAm and c) cotton fabric finished with water. 
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The results for thermal resistance and evaporative resistance of the treated and untreated 

samples is shown in Figure 3.23. Evaporative resistance was tested in addition to thermal 

resistance to provide moisture to activate the volume change mechanism in PNIPAm.  

 

  

Figure 3.23. Effects of fabric finish on a) evaporative resistance and b) thermal resistance. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.23a shows no difference in the average evaporative resistance between fabric 

samples. Additionally, no significant difference can be seen in the average thermal resistances of 

fabric samples. The lack of conclusiveness from this testing led to the decision that the 

permeability properties of PNIPAm needed to be tested to better understand the effectiveness of 

PNIPAm’s volume change.  

 

3.7.3. Discussion on PoC1 and PoC2 

The PoC1 and PoC2 experiments acted as control experiments to investigate whether 

thermal responsiveness could be seen in fabric impregnated with PNIPAm. However, it was 

impossible to determine the amount of PNIPAm effectively added to the fabric. Thermal comfort 

testing for these two experiments was inconclusive as well. The use of hot plate testing in PoC1 

and PoC2 did not give much information about the thermal responsiveness of the polymers because 

b a 
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hot plate testing does not allow for conditions where the applied temperature is less than the LCST 

of PNIPAm. Therefore, a change in fabric porosity and air entrapment at variable conditions was 

not able to be analyzed. It is also likely that using an impregnation method did not allow for inter-

fiber porosity differences significant enough to measure differences in heat transfer between fabric 

samples with varying PNIPAm concentrations. PoC3 and PoC4 were conducted to investigate the 

effects of using a topic treatment for thermal responsiveness instead.  

 

3.7.4. PoC3 

In PoC3, a slurry was used to create a mechanism of carrying the PNIPAm for interaction 

with cotton. In this case, a topic treatment to fabric sample POC was investigated for its 

effectiveness in affecting porosity at changing environmental conditions. 

Neat PNIPAm was interchanged with an anime-terminated PNIPAm (NH2PNIPAm) and 

CNFs mixture to achieve chemical bonding with cotton fabric. Additionally, HPC-CNFs and MC-

CNFs finishes were added as sources of comparison. The purpose of testing in this experiment was 

to determine how the addition of a thermally responsive polymer would change the inter-yarn 

porosity of the fabric. Therefore, heat transfer testing was exchanged with permeability testing 

through MVTR to better understand the permeability properties of fabric finishes. Results for 

MVTR testing can be seen in Figure 3.24.  
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Figure 3.24. Average MVTR for fabrics with different finishes. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.24 shows that all finished samples showed higher values of MVTR than the 

unfinished cotton samples. Since this testing was conducted at standard lab conditions below each 

polymer’s LCST, this result was likely a result of the hydrophilic nature of each applied polymer. 

However, this testing did not give a clear picture as to how the finishes were affecting the fabric 

structure. Trends in MVTR were likely seen as a result of the polymers absorbing and then 

evaporating water rather than changing the porosity of the fabric structure. The lack of testing 

options at high temperature made it difficult to confirm the effect of a volumetric change around 

the LCST.  

While this experiment did not provide much information about the thermal responsiveness 

of the polymer finishes, it did shed light on the moisture vapor permeability tendencies of the 

finished fabrics below the LCSTs. In considering thermal comfort, a high MVTR can be related to 

a cooling fabric. If this high MVTR is a factor of the hydrophilicity of the polymer finishes it 

would be expected that a switch to hydrophobicity above the LCST would cause MVTR to 
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decrease. In this case, the finished fabric would be expected to change from a cooling fabric to a 

warming fabric above the LCST. However, this would be the oppositely desired effect in 

applications involving thermal comfort.  

The presence of moisture in this test for permeability adds the consideration of 

hydrophilicity in understanding the effects of a fabric porosity. This extra consideration of 

moisture makes it difficult to understand the effects of the fabric finishes on fabric porosity. The 

understanding of polymer finishes on fabric porosity is important if a volumetric change is 

expected to vary all thermal comfort properties, including heat transfer. Therefore, testing for 

future experiments was also done without moisture to limit the number of variables under 

consideration. 
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Figure 3.25. Microscopy of PoC3 fabrics at 50x magnification finished with a) HPC-CNFs b) 

NH2PNIPAm-CNFs c) MC-CNFs and d) water. 

 

 

 

Images displayed in Figure 3.25 were taken for these samples under an optical microscope 

at 50 times magnification. There were no noticeable differences between the unfinished sample 

and the NH2PNIPAm-CNFs and MC-CNFs samples. However, the sample finished with HPC-

CNFs showed web formations on the fabric surface. These web formations are circled in Figure 

3.25a. These web formations are likely due to the filmability of HPC. As seen in Figure 3.24, the 

HPC-CNFs finish had a slightly lower MVTR than the other polymer finishes. The web formations 

c 

b 

d 

a 
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on the fabric surface could have provided a small surface barrier that partially blocked some inter-

yarn pores of the fabric samples to reduce the rate of moisture vapor transfer.  

As shown in section 3.6, moisture vapor transfer in cotton fabrics is correlated to fabric 

thickness. Fabric thickness can only be modified to a certain extent without compromising other 

fabric comfort properties (e.g. drape). The fact that MVTR can be influenced by thermally 

responsive finishes shows that these finishes can possibly be used to change thermal comfort 

characteristics of fabrics when properties such as thickness are unable to be further modified.   

 

 

3.7.5. PoC4 

Experimentation for PoC4 consisted of testing water-finished cotton fabric (control) and 

NH2PNIPAm-CNFs finished fabric for air permeability at different environmental conditions. 

Thickness and basis weight were also both measured at different environmental conditions. Results 

for air permeability are seen in Table 3.7, and results for fabric dimensions are shown in Table 

3.8. It should be noted that fabric sample S40L was used for PoC4. 

 

Table 3.7. Average Air Permeability for Control and Finished Samples at Variable Conditions  

  Average Air Permeability (ft3/min/ft2) Standard Deviation  

Trial 

Conditions 
Control Samples 

NH2PNIPAm-

CNFs Samples 

Control 

Samples 

NH2PNIPAm-

CNFs 

Samples 

Dry 21 oC 65.48 67.76 3.87 2.56 

Wet 21 oC 47.99 47.24 2.85 6.03 

Wet 50 oC 55.7 61.48 4.07 5.4 
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Table 3.8. Average Dimensional Properties of Control and Finished Samples at Variable 

Conditions 

 Average Thickness (mm) Average Basis Weight (g/ft2) 

Trial 

Conditions 
Control Samples 

NH2PNIPAm-

CNFs Samples 

Control 

Samples 

NH2PNIPAm-

CNFs 

Samples 

Dry 21 oC 0.41 0.39 136.81 133.47 

Wet 21 oC 0.39 0.39 248.00 226.12 

Wet 50 oC 0.37 0.38 184.89 183.81 

 

 

 

The changes in thickness and basis weight at each condition are seen in Figure 3.26.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.26. Displays of finished and control samples at different moisture and temperature for a) 

thickness and b) basis weight. 

 

 

 

It can be seen from Figure 3.26 that a slight decrease in thickness occurred for both sample 

groups from the addition of water and elevated temperature. The differences in thickness were 

small, but the finished sample retained its thickness better than the control sample after the addition 

of moisture. This smaller decrease in thickness could be a result of volumetric swelling of the 

NH2PNIPAm-CNFs finish. The change in thicknesses for both sample groups after heat 

application was the same which does not indicate that the finished polymers had a volumetric 

a b 
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decrease. However, without knowing where the polymers were situated on or within the fabric it 

is impossible to use thickness as an indicator of thermal responsiveness. These differences in 

thickness were extremely small which does not allow for any conclusions relating finish to fabric 

thickness.  

Basis weight at different conditions can be seen to follow the opposite trends as air 

permeability. The addition of water caused basis weight to increase and then decrease after heat 

application for both sample groups. This result was expected due to the weight addition of water 

followed by a weight loss from moisture vaporization.  

To compare the air permeability of the finished samples against the control samples, 

average data points were plotted at each trial condition. The change in air permeabilities for both 

finished samples and unfinished samples are shown in Figure 3.27.  

 

 

 
Figure 3.27. Air permeability of finished and control samples at variable conditions. 
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Figure 3.27 displays a clear trend in air permeability for both samples at the different 

temperature and moisture conditions. Adding water to the fabric caused a decrease in air 

permeability followed by an increase in air permeability after heat was added. The decrease in air 

permeability from the addition of moisture was likely a result of water-swollen yarns that blocked 

inter-yarn air channels. The increase in air permeability after applying heat was likely a result of 

moisture vaporization that partially re-opened the inter-yarn air channels.  

It is interesting to note that the finished samples had a slightly larger drop in air 

permeability compared to the control samples when moisture was added at 21 oC. This slightly 

larger drop was followed by a larger increase in air permeability when the fabric was heated to 50 

oC. However, these changes are not significantly due to the differences in standard deviations 

between the measurements seen in Table 3.8. It is unlikely that the presence of NH2PNIPAm-

CNFs on the fabric surface caused differences in air permeability compared to the control sample.  
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CHAPTER 4: Conclusions 

The results of this study indicate that individual fabric characterizers cannot be used to 

describe thermal comfort. Inter-yarn porosity is likely the most important fabric descriptor related 

to air permeability. This porosity is susceptible to change through the variation of weave type, yarn 

count, and fabric tightness in combination. In this study, fabrics with low tightness, high indirect 

yarn counts, and loose weave constructions showed the highest values of air permeability. Thermal 

resistance was most strongly correlated with fabric thickness due to the effect of air entrapment 

within the fabrics’ cross section. Similarly, evaporative resistance showed a strong correlation to 

fabric thickness. Therefore, the total heat loss of a fabric is most reliant on fabric thickness. Weave 

type, yarn count, and Russell’s tightness can be used to change a fabric’s thickness, but 

individually do not act as strong predictors for total heat loss. Based on the results from this study, 

fabrics for applications involving warm environments should be designed with a low thickness 

using thin yarns, low tightness, and a high weave factor. 

Results from this study also indicate that NH2PNIPAm-CNFs can be finished to cotton 

fabric using either an exhaustion or pad process. Also, HPC-CNFs and MC-CNFs can be finished 

to cotton fabric using a pad process. It was shown that web formations were created on the fabric 

surface using HPC-CNFs as a finish. All fabric finishes created an increase in MVTR at standard 

atmospheric conditions compared to unfinished samples. It is likely that effects on MVTR were a 

function of the hydrophilicity of the fabric finishes. Testing the volume change of an 

NH2PNIPAm-CNFs finish on cotton fabric to determine the effects of the finish on fabric porosity 

at different atmospheric conditions was inconclusive. This difficulty was likely a result of 

variability in the simulated testing procedure or the quantity of finish. It is unknown whether the 

PNIPAm was situated on the fabric surface in locations that would allow for a volume change to 
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affect fabric porosity. It is also unknown whether the amount of applied thermoresponsible finish 

was sufficient to cause significant differences in thermal comfort. More research is required to 

understand these unknown parameters involving PNIPAm as a fabric finish.  

Broadly, findings from this study showed that thermal comfort properties could be changed 

by varying fabric structure parameters such as weave type, yarn count, and thread density. 

Additionally, some thermal comfort properties were slightly modified by the addition of thermally 

responsive polymers as a topical finish. Therefore, to improve thermal comfort, further techniques 

should be explored to combine fabric parameters and chemical finishes to tune the porosity and 

air entrapment of a fabric for specific applications.  

 

4.1. Considerations for Future Work  

4.1.1. Fabric Development for Thermal Comfort  

 Several limitations related to fabric properties were present in this research work. Fabrics 

were chosen based yarn count, weave type, and tightness using Russell’s Theory of Tightness. 

However, samples were imported from three different manufacturers which likely introduced 

several lurking variables when comparing fabric properties.  

 When studying thermal comfort and comparing fabrics, several aspects should be 

considered in addition to those in this work. Firstly, samples in this study were tested for thermal 

comfort properties in the uncut form. Thermal comfort properties of these samples would be 

expected to be much different in garment form due to the inclusion of actual air gaps between the 

skin and fabric.    

Cotton was kept constant as the fiber makeup of fabric samples, but there are several types 

of cotton (e.g. Egyptian cotton and organic cotton) that could exhibit varying properties in fineness 
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and its distribution, hygroscopicity, fiber length and its distribution, etc. Details to the origin and 

type of cotton used in this study were unknown. Additionally, using other fiber types rather than 

cotton that could be developed into filament strands rather than staple fibers would likely affect 

fabric porosity. The reduction in inter-fiber porosity from these filament strands compared to yarns 

spun from staple fibers would possibly change the rate at which heat, moisture, and air would 

traverse the fabric. In relation to thermal comfort properties, these differences in porosity should 

be considered alongside differences in fibers’ inherent physical properties such as hygroscopicity, 

cross-sectional shape, and coefficient of thermal conductivity.  

Fabric thickness measurements showed little to no variation for each sample. This lack of 

variation was due to the measurement device. In actuality, the thickness of a woven fabric is likely 

to be inconsistent due to manufacturing variability seen during the weaving process. Inherent 

variability in yarn dimensions could create variations in thickness as well. For example, a single 

yarn is likely to exhibit different levels of fiber content, hairiness, twist, defects, etc. along its 

length. The effect of this production variability on fabric thickness was not measured because the 

area of the presser foot used to measure thickness was too large to provide such precision. Since 

thickness measurements were found to have strong correlations to some thermal comfort 

properties, the small variations in fabric thickness along a fabric should be taken into consideration 

in future studies. It should also be considered that the differences in fabric thickness caused from 

compression in wear could change fabric porosity to potentially affect thermal comfort.  

While all samples were ring spun, the details of each fabric’s yarn spinning process were 

unknown. Additional variability could be seen in the spinning preparation processes (carding, 

combing, etc.). Details regarding the weaving, sizing, desizing, bleaching, and finishing processes 

were also unknown for this study. To reduce variability in fabric production, samples should be 
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developed with fibers from the same source and using the exact same processes and equipment for 

fabric development.  

  

4.1.1.1. Comparison between Russell’s Tightness and Seyam/El-Shiekh’s Tightness 

The changes in yarn diameter for increasing levels of fabric tightness should be considered. 

As fabric tightness increases, yarn diameter will decrease as neighboring yarns bunch together and 

interlacing yarns press together. Calculations for Russell’s tightness are heavily reliant on yarn 

diameter, assumed to be a perfect circle. In this study, yarn diameter was calculated from yarn 

count and fiber density. However, because yarn diameter is susceptible to reductions at high levels 

of tightness, it should be considered that this yarn diameter is truly inconsistent between fabrics. 

Russell’s theory of tightness does not consider this inconsistency, but other tightness model’s such 

as Seyam/El-Sheik’s Theory of Tightness include assumptions to account for a reduction in yarn 

diameter. Additionally, measuring yarn diameters for the calculation of tightness would improve 

the accuracy of the tightness value.  

Seyam and El-Shiekh’s tightness [66] was investigated to determine whether the tightness-

property relationships may be better in this case compared to Russell’s tightness. Table 4.1 shows 

the tightness values for each fabric sample using both tightness theories.     
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Table 4.1. Russell’s Tightness and Seyam/El-Shiekh’s Tightness for Fabric Samples 

Sample  Russell's Tightness Seyam/El-Shiekh's 

Tightness 

P40L 1.33 1.33 

P40H 1.45 1.45 

P60L 1.18 1.18 

P60H 1.52 1.52 

S40L 0.88 0.80 

S40H 1.03 0.94 

S60L 1.02 0.93 

S60H 1.13 1.03 

T40L 0.98 0.94 

T40H 1.12 1.07 

 
 
 

Tightness between these two theories will not change for plain weaves because M1=M2=1 

for plain weaves. Therefore, Seyam/El-Sheikh and Ashenhurst’s maximum thread density 

equations are identical for plain weaves. There are changes in satin and twill tightness, but the 

overall correlations to fabric properties are not significantly affected. In this case, tightness for 

weave factors > 1 is lowered since overriding is taken into account. Fabric density is displayed 

against both tightness models in Figure 4.1. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1. Distribution of fabric density for samples against a) Russell’s tightness and b) 

Seyam/El-Shiekh’s tightness. 

a b 
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Table 4.2. shows the correlation coefficient between the two tightness and fabric properties. 

The table indicates that the two tightness have similar correlations to the properties studied.  

 

Table 4.2. Correlations between Tightness and Fabric Properties for Russell’s Tightness and 

Seyam/El-Shiekh’s Tightness  
Correlation (r2 value) 

Tightness 

Theory 

Fabric Density 

(linear) 

Air 

Permeability 

(linear) 

Thermal 

Resistance 

(linear) 

Evaporative 

Resistance 

(2nd degree) 

Total Heat 

Loss (2nd 

degree) 

Russell 0.40 0.42 0.37 0.60 0.62 

Seyam/El-

Shiekh 0.39 0.43 0.32 0.61 0.61 

 

 

4.1.2. Stimuli-Responsive Polymer Finishing 

The conclusions from PoC4 led to insight for future studies involving the finishing of 

NH2PNIPAm-CNFs to cotton fabric. Firstly, the response properties of NH2PNIPAm-CNFs 

should be studied after being applied to fabric using contact angle measurements. The purpose of 

PoC4 was to study the volumetric change of NH2PNIPAm-CNFs as it related to fabric porosity, 

but there were too many unknowns about PNIPAm volumetric changes after being applied to 

fabric. Therefore, the extent of PNIPAm swelling in textile structures at different moisture contents 

and temperatures over different time intervals should be investigated. This level of responsiveness 

is important in studying thermal comfort because clothing will be typically worn in an unsaturated 

state. It is also unclear whether enough finish material was applied to cause a significant level of 

response. Higher concentrations of PNIPAm should also be investigated.  

Also, SEM should be used to investigate the location of the NH2PNIPAm-CNFs particles 

on/within the fabric. DMA, DSC, or contact angle can also be used to determine the extent of 

responsiveness. Modifying thermal comfort properties using the volume change properties of 
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thermally responsive polymers will be seen with higher success if the polymers are in locations 

where porosity could be affected by a polymer volume change. These locations could include 

interstices between yarns and fibers or as barrier films on the fabric surface. It is unknown whether 

the finished particles in PoC4 were between yarns or on top of them which could be a reason no 

differences were seen in air permeability.  

A more controlled environment should be used to study NH2PNIPAm-CNFs finishes on 

cotton fabric. In testing air permeability, heat was almost immediately lost from the fabric once it 

was removed from the IR lamp. The effect of this immediate heat dispersion is unknown. A more 

controlled environment would also allow for better control over moisture application to the fabric. 

However, the volume change properties of PNIPAm as a fabric finish should first be studied to 

understand if the polymer system is reacting to environmental changes to change fabric porosity 

as expected. The changes in MVTR from PNIPAm finishes shown in literature are a function of 

the hydrophilic properties of the polymer. Other thermal comfort properties cannot be understood 

using this finish without first understanding the volume change of PNIPAm within fabric 

structures.   

 

4.2. Future Work 

Future work in this study could include: 

1. Determining the relationship between fabric parameters related to both inter-yarn 

porosity and fabric thickness to optimize fabric for specific thermal comfort applications. 

2. Analysis of fabric moisture absorption and release properties as they relate to the total 

heat loss of fabrics.  
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3. Detailed investigation of PNIPAm volume change properties in applications involving 

fabric finishes. 

4. Microscopic and chemical analysis of SRPs to determine the natural distribution and 

location of polymers on fabric and yarn surfaces.  

5. Further investigations of thermal comfort properties with thermally-responsive finishes 

using controlled atmospheric conditions.  

6. Investigating the effects of laundering on PNIPAm finishes to determine the durability 

and thermal-responsive properties over time.  
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Appendix A: Determining the Amount of Water to Cause Thermal Responsiveness 

An issue with testing air permeability at different environmental conditions was that the 

air permeability apparatus was fixed in place in the NC State Wilson College of Textiles Physical 

Testing Lab. The environmental conditions in the lab were not able to be changed. Since 

environmental conditions were fixed for testing, fabric moisture content and temperature for PoC4 

were changed using manual water and heat application. Limited information in literature was 

available for PNIPAm swell properties outside of hydrogel applications. Estimations had to be 

made to determine the amount of applied water, time for polymer swelling and deswelling, and 

time and temperature for polymer swelling to show differences between experimental and control 

samples. The estimations for water application had to be overestimated due to cotton’s high 

absorbency rate and the predicted high rate of water evaporation from the fabric over the testing 

time. Some PNIPAm response properties as a hydrogel are shown in Table A.1.   

 

 

Table A.1. Minimum Response Requirements for PNIPAm Fully Immersed in Water 

Polymer 

Composition 

Min. Re- 

swell 

Ratio 

Min. 

Swell 

Temp 

(oC) 

Min. 

Swell 

Time 

(min) 

Min. 

De- 

swell 

Temp 

(oC) 

Min. 

De- 

swell 

Time 

(min) 

Water 

Retention 

Ref. 

PNIPAm (SN 

&DN) 

4 22 30 50 20 80% [109] 

PNIPAm 2 25 25 50 25 18% [110] 

PNIPAm/PVA 1.8 16 20 40 5 75% [111] 

PNIPAm 40% 

water 

uptake 

20 20 40 5 83% [112] 

PNIPAm 10 % 2.5 21 21 50 10 N/A  [113] 
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Table A.1. (continued) 

1:14 

PNIPAm:cellulose 

52% 

water to 

70% 

15 25 45 10 10% [114] 

 

 

Using the fabric’s % add-on and solution concentration it was predicted that a maximum 

of 1.5 g of polymer could be finished to each fabric. The study by Shekhar et al. shows that only 

28.8% of water added to PNIPAm is bound to the polymer [109]. Therefore, it was assumed that 

the added water weight had to be about 3.5 times more than the assumed 1.5 g polymer maximum. 

Additionally, literature shows that the PNIPAm volumetric swell ratio ranges from about 200% to 

400%. However, no information was available on the amount of water required to cause different 

levels of volumetric swelling. It was decided that another 350% water weight would be added to 

ensure a high level of volumetric swelling and fabric saturation. 
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